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Abstract

Existing assessment instruments containing items in the area

of early child-child social developmen- were examined in terms of

their usefulness with regard to intervention oriented assessment.

The frequency, consistency, compatibility with developmental know-

ledge, and diversity of peer related test items were evaluated for

individual content areas including social participation, coopera-

tion, aggression, and friendship. The psychometric and item

administration properties of tests were also evaluated. Results

_indicated major inadequacies for all dimensions investigated.

Recommendations were made for future test development in the area

of peer relations.
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Child-Child Social Interactions:

An Analysis of Assessment Instruments

for Young Children

Recent research has clearly revealed that the ability to es-

tablish successful peer relations constitutes a crucial yet often

neglected dimension of a young child's developing social competence.

Although embedded within a social network and subject to its many

powerful influences, it now appears that early peer relations con-
'

tribute significantly and uniquely to the development of many forms

of social and communicative competence, and may even be capable of

promoting certain aspects of cognitive development (Hartup, 1976,

£978; Lewis & Rosenblum, 1975; Mueller, 1979). Moreover, the

now extensive literature in this area has carefully documented the

developmental course of peer relations and has identified the cog-

nitive and commnni:ative prerequisites and correlates of peer re-

lattld social development (see Field, 1981; Guralnick, 1981a;

Mueller & Vandell, 1979; and Rubin & Pepler, 1983, for reviews).

The ability to respond in a reciprocal fashion, to take turns, to

initiate interactions, to maintain social contact under difficult

circumstances, to resolve conflict in a reasonable manner, and to

gain entry to an established playgroup are only a few of the many

and complex tasks confronting young children. Equally complex is

the necessity to adapt these skills to emerging rule structures

of playgroups and to develop discourse skills sensitive to varied

and often uncertain social situations.

In view of the complexities of the peer interaction process,

it is not surprising that many otherwise normally developing child-

ren experience difficulties in establishing peer relations. For
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example, a substantial subgroup of children are considered so-

cially withdrawn, failing to initiate or respond adequately to

their peers (Conger ; Keane, 1981). As a consequence, a range of

both peer-mediated and adult-mediated intervention programs have

been developed (Hops & Greenwood, 1981; Strain & Fox, 1981).

Although much of the work in this area has been concerned

with socially withdrawn children, it is young handicapped children

who appear to be especially vulnerable to peer interaction defi-

cits (Guralnick, in press). Exclusive of children with emotional

or behavioral disorders, for whom difficulties in social inter-

actions are the salient and sometimes cardinal feature of the

disability, children with other primary handicaps, particularly

those with cognitive delays (developmentally delayed children),

seem most at risk. Specifically, recent research by Guralnick and

Weinhouse (under review) has demonstrated that, in comparison to

normally developing children at similar developmental levels, a

substantial proportion of developmentally delayed preschool child-

ren exhibit marked deficits in their ability to establish sustained

social interactions with other children, a circumstance that does

not seem to improve with increasing chronological age. These dis-

crepancies between children's peer related social development and

their cognitive levels have also been observed in hearing-impaired

preschoolers (Vanden & George, 1981). Although the underlying

cause of this deficit is probably related to many aspects of a
-

child's social network, the developmental consequences of inadequate

peer relations are no less significant. Of special note is the

fact that the success of mainstreamed programs hinges prominently

on a child's peer related social behavior (Guralnick, 1981b).
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In view of the significance of peer relations and the poten-

tial deficits in this area for many handicapped children, a system

to assess peer related social interactions compatible with the

design and implementation of intervention strategies should be an

essential component of all early intervention programs. Ideally,

the initial broad-based assessment of peer interactions for the

purposes of intervention should serve the following functions:

(1) identify or confirm suspected peer social deficits; (2) esti-

mate the severity of)any deficit; and (3) provide a developmental

framework that can gulle the teacher/clinician both in planning

broad goals for intervention and in identifying additional obser-

vations and information that are needed to specify more precisely

the social and communicative behaviors that will be selected for

intervention (Guralnick, in press). Of course: all of these func-

tions do not necessarily apply to all types of assessment instru-

ments, such as clinical evaluations or many forms of criterion

referenced assessments. However, there are numerous early chIld-

hood developpental assessments or instruments designed exclusively

to measure social development for which all three functions are

appropriate.

There are suspicions, however, that existing assessment instru-

ments may not be fulfilling these functions adequately. For example,

interest in and recognition of the importance of child-child social

interactions is a relatively recent phenomenon. As a result, even

the more current instruments may not have included a sufficiently wide

range nor developmentally appropriate number of peer related items.

In fact, the selection of items that can provide a useful develop-

mental framework continues to pose difficulties for the field in
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general. Specifically, there seems to be an overreliance on simple

interaction frequencies to identify children with problems in peer

relationships, but there is no evidence for the long-term conse-

quences associated with these rate measures and there is little cor-

relation with other measures of social competence (Asher, Marken, &

Hymel, 1981). These issues have been paralleled by concerns that

developmental factors are not sufficiently incorporated into the

design of intervention programs for promoting social development

(Furman, 1980).

Accordingly, we examined existing assessment instruments containing

peer-peer items and evaluated them in relation to the functions of inter»

vention oriented assessment. Available tests were first categorized as

being primarily social, general early childhood, criterion referenced,

or clinical instruments. All peer related items were then extracted

and subjected to a variety of analyses. Of special interest were

the social dimensions and content areas of peer interactions selec-

ted by test developers for assessment, their number and diversity,

the consistency of the developmental sequences within and across

tests, and the psychometric and test administration properties of

the instruments.

Method

Sources of Tests

Assessment instruments focusing on the 0-6 year age range

for both handicapped and nonhandicapped children were identified

from a wide range of sources. Included in this search were basic

publications in the field, including compendiums such as Buros'

(1978) or Johnson's (1976) handbooks, more narrowly focused listings



on socioemotional assessment such as that provided by Walker (1973),

and general publications directed to early childhood assessment

(e.g., Goodman & Driscoll, 1980). More informal sources were also

probed. These included local publications (e.g, Olion & Rodabaugh, un-

dated; TADS, undated), lists provided by experts in the field, parti-

cularly those associated with the Handiqapped Children's Early Edu-

cation Program, and information obtainedifrom advertisements and

test publishers. Assessment instruments tied to curricula were

also included.

On the basis of descriptive information from these sources,

108 instruments were selected for more extensive review. Any items

containing content related to peer interactions were then cataloged

for additional analyses. Following this procedure, 621 items from

54 tests were identified.

Test Classification

The 56 tests selected for inclusion in the analyses were then

divided into four categories.1 The first type (N=33) consisted

of general Early Childhood tests which were normative or quasi-norma-

tive in form, yielding age equivalents for each item. Test content

for this group typically included a variety of developmental do-

mains, of which peer related social interactions constituted one

part. Examples of assessment instruments included in this category

were the Learning Accomplishment Profile, Early Intervention De-

velopmental Profile, Comprehensive Developmental Scale (Memphis),

and the Portage Guide to Sarly Education.
2

A second category of tests consisted of those designed solely

to assess various aspects of Social Behavior (N=6). Most tests in



this group were found to be normative or quasi-normative in form.

Tests classified here included the Cain Levine Social Competency

Scale, The California Preschool Social Competency Scale, and the

Vineland Socal Maturity Scale.

The third type consisted of a separate group of Criterion-

Referenced instruments (N=9). Test items in this category tended

to cover a range of developmental areas and items were hierarchi-

cally sequenced within each domain. No age equivalents were pro-

vided, of course, as the child's progress is measured relative to

his or her own performance. Examples of instruments included in

this category were the Behavioral Characteristics Progression and

the Preschool and Kindergarten Performance Profile.

The fourth and final category consisted of Clinical tests

(N=9). In contrast to tests in which items are developmentally

sequenced, clinical tests are primarily designed to identify a

variety of aberrant or maladaptive behavior patterns. Age equiva-

lents are not appropriate for this type of test, although age

comparisons are required for many items. Normtive or quasi-

normative information is often available as well. Included here

were the Psychiatric Behavior Scale, the Devereux Behavior Scale,

and the Social Behavior Rating Scale.

Content sategoriesofEger Related Items

The pool of test items was then inspected to determine the

major dimensions of seer related social behavior that were being

evaluated. Based on item similarityt, six dominant categories

emerged: (1) social participation -- items in this grouping gen-

erally corresponded to Parten's (1932) categories which assessed



a child's development from isolate-type play to group interactions.

Specific categories included onlooker, solitary, parallel, associa-

tive, and cooperative play, as well as a category reflecting a

subset of group play focusing on games; (2) cooperation -- this

category included items related to sharing, turn-taking, borrowing

and returning, and general cooperativeness; (3) aggression --

included here were items relating to physical andpverbal abuse as

well as those containing aggressive acts occurring when claiming

or defending ownership; (4) friendship and prosocial behavior --

this category consisted of items related to peer preferences and

the prosocial behaviors of sympathy, affection, and helping others;

(5) initiating and responding -- included were items related to

initiating contacts in play, initiating ideas, giving direction to

play, and responding to and imitating others; and (6) miscellaneous --

items not able to be clearly grouped in the first five categories,

consisting of verbal expression to peers, competitiveness, and

miscellaneous peer related behaviors.3 To evaluate the reliability

of this item classification system, an independent rater categorized

half of the total items it accordance with their definitions (see

footnote 2). Comparisons with the initial classification yielded

92% agreement.

As described below, this categorization formed the basis for de-

termining the frequency distribution of items across content categories

for the different test types, thereby providing an indication with

regard to which content areas were considered most significant. It

also permitted across test comparisons to evaluate age equivalence

agreement for essentially identical items as well as within test
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comparisons to assess the internal consistency and adequacy of

developmental sequences as presented.

Psychometric Properties, Item Scoring, and

Item Administration

Analyses of the psychometric properties of the 54 tests con-

taining peer related items as well as an evaluation of the charac-

teristics of individual items, including their administration and

scoring, were carried out. Information regarding standardization,

test reliability, and test validity obtained from published manuals

was used to evaluate the psychometric properties of tests. For

the level of analysis of interest, only a dichotomous decision was

made as to whether the test did or did not have each of these pro-

perties: Very generous and liberal criteria were employed for a

positive classification to occur. A test was considered to be

standardized, for the purpose of this report, if, as part of test

construction, s' abject samples were included and results presented.

This analysis did not consider sample representativeness, sample

size, or any other characteristic associated with standardization

methods. Similarly, if statistical methods were utilized to

assess ieliability or validity in the conventional sense (Anastasi,

1971), then the test was considered reliable or valid. However,

tests were considered to be valid only if construct or predictive

validity me1AUres were included. Again, no effort was made here

to evaluate the adequacy of the procedures employed.

More specifIc information that does consider the qualitative

characteristics of individual test items and their potential use-

fulness in fulfilling intervention related assessment functions



was also obtained. First, hey items were scored was evaluated

in terms of the following four categories: (1) dichotomous --

yes/no, pass/fail, achieve/not achieve type scoring; (2) Likert --

scales with three or more ordered levels, such as "often, sometimes,

rarely"; (3) Likert/behavioral -- a Likert scale with accompanying

behavioral descriptions, frequently ordered in moms way; and

(4) qualifying categories -- items tied to references to external

conditions such as whether teacher prompting occurred or relative

to opportunity available to exhibit behavior.

Scoring of test items was also evaluated in terns of whether

or not specific criteria for judging each item were provided for

the user. Items were classified as having a scoring ctitel.'on

if they provided measurable criteria describing the child's be-

havior in question (e.g., opportunities or trials to be provided).

Items for which there was an absence of any quantitative basis

for scoring received a negative classification.

Since situational factors can exert considerable influence

on the frequency and quality of social behavior (Guralnick, 1931a;

Rogers-Warren & Wedell, 1980), the situation or setting in which

the behavior wac co occur was classified for each item. Pour

categories of this aspect of item administration were coded:

(1) no situation specifies -- included instances in which no re-

quirements for observation were indicated as well as checklist

or interview items for which no instructions as t, how to obtain

the information were provided; (2) observation in natural set-

tings -- included instructions to observe spontaneously occurring

behaviors, suggestions as to which situations could be appropriate,
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and recommendations with regard to the duration of observations

that would yield accurate information; (3) contrived observations --

included here were instructions to arrange the situation to elicit

the social behavior in question by organizing certain materials,

bringing peers to the situation, or by instructing adults to behave

in some fashion; and (4) no information -- neither the manual nor

the item itself provided information as to the situation in which

the behavior should be observed.

Results

The frequency of peer related test items distributed as a

function of content domain and type of test is presented in Table I.

Inspection of this table reveals that the content category of

social participation was of most interest, constituting more than

one-third of all items. '1.thin this content domain, assessments

of a child's parallel and associative play as well as play in games

were emphasized. The cooperation category also received attention

ftom the test developers (21.0%), with the subcategory of shar-

ing cited most frequently. As can be seen, despite a few ex-

ceptions, the pattern of results was generally maintained across

the non-clinical test types. In contrast to the early childhood,

social, and criterion referenced tests, the dominant category for

clinical test items was aggression.

Insert Table 1 about here

The extent to which items from different tests established

similar chronological age equivalents for items apparently tapping

13
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the same peer-peer social behavior was assessed for the early child-

hood and social tests. Focusing only on the main social participation

items, it was immediately .apparent that considerable variation ex-

isted. Age equivalents in months were as follows: parallel play --

mean=24.3, S.D.=5.6; associative play mean=32.5, S.D.=12.0;

cooperative play -- mean=48.5, S.D.=9.6. Although the means were two-

perly ordered, tha variability within each category was substantial.

Moreover, the range of age equivalents for items was often remark-

ably varied; for parallel play it extended from 10 to 42 months.

Part of this variation could be attributed to the ambiguous wording

of many items in which test constructors perhaps were intending

slightly different variations of the behavior in question, e.g.,

its emergence as opposed to its being integrated as part of the

child's repertoire. Nevertheless, the burden for assessing the

intention of a test item should not, of course, be placed on the

user of the test.

The number of items per test within each of the peer-peer

categories and the number of different content domains assessed

per test can serve as A basis for evaluating whether the tests are

capable of providing a developmental perspective for each content

domain. This analysis was carried out for the three most fre-

quently used content categories in the early childhood tests, and

revealed that only nine tests contained six or more social parti-

cipation items (mean=4.2 items per test). For cooperation, nine

tests contained four or more items (mean -2.2) and, for the friend-

ship/prosocial domain, six tests contained three or more items

(wean=1.1). Only five tests contained a substantial number of

items in all three content domains. Overall, the average number

14
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of domains assessed per test was 3.6. Interestingly, for

tests classified as primarily social, none contained a substantial

number of peer related items.

Closer inspection of tests containing multiple items indicated

that despite wide variation from test to test, effort was made in

many instances to provide a useful developmental perspective. This

was especially the case for the items within the social participa-

tion category. For the most part, items tended to follow the se-

quence outlined by Parten (1932) and subcategories appeared to be

treated as belonging to a developmentally ordered dimension consist-

ing of a series of developmental stages that children did or did

not achieve by a certain age. It is unfortunate that even these

efforts are not in keeping with current knowledge. Recent research

has in fact questioned the validity of the stage concept as well as

whether social participation can be conceptualized as a unitary,

ordered dimension. For example, factor analyses by Roper and Hind*

(1978) revealed three independent dimensions, consisting of inter-

active play, playing alone, and being unoccupied. Other investi-

gators have also cast doubt on the placement and meaning of solitary

and parallel play on the Parten continuum (Moore, Evertson, &

Brophy, 1974; Rubin, Maioni, & Hornung, 1976; Smith, 1978). Tests

that do not reflect these more recent findings are obviously not

compatible with current developmental approaches to peer interac-

tions and are thereby likely to be limited in their ability to

adequately satisfy the assessment functions discussed earlier.

These difficulties were further compounded by concerns regard-

ing the psychometric properties and related characteristics of the

15
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tests and test items. Specifically, the early childhood tests

contained most of the peer related items but only 21% of these tests

were considered standardized, 33% reliable, and 21% valid. Please

note that this is all the more revealing since criteria for assign-

ment to the "Yes" category were very liberal.

Similar ambiguities and problems existed for other character-

istics of the tests. Over 50% of the items did not specify the

situation for obtaining data on peer interaction. Most distress-

ing perhaps was the fact that although most of the test items were

scored on a dichotomous basis (61% for early childhood items), the

vast majority did not specify clear criteria that should be used

for scoring.

Discussion

Teachers and clinicians who expect existing assessment in-

struments to serve effectively the basic functions of intervention

oriented assessment in the area of child-child social interactions

are likely to be disappointed. For the vast majority of available

tests, including those devoted exclusively to social behavior, very

little emphasis was placed on peer related social interactions.

The limited number of test items and content domains probed within

a test do not appear sufficient to enable the user to obtain an

adequate perspective of the development of peer related social in-

teractions nor assist in developing a plan to obtain additional

information for use in subsequent educational/therapeutic inter-

ventions. Items that were available were frequently ambiguous in

their intent and often failed to satisfy even minimal criteria for

16
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psychometric soundness, scoring, and item ablinistration. In fact,

seemingly identical items across tests frequently specified dif-

ferent chronological ages as being appropriate. Moreover, items

focusing on the procesbes associated with the development of peer

relations, such as communication skills, were found but were so

fragmented that a systematic assessment was not possible. Finally,

for that content domain most well represented, social participation,

concerns regarding its compatibility with current knowledge were

raised.

In fairness, it should be noted that many of the tests reviewed

varied in the extent to which they were intended to satisfy the

specific functions of intervention oriented assessment as described

earlier. It might be more reasonable to consider some tests more

as screening than assessment instruments. In addition, although this

investigation was designed to characterize the general state of the

art, there were certainly wide differences in the quality of tests.

Many social tests,. for example, appeared to be well developed and

carefully researched. Some criterion referenced instruments also

appeared to have very well designed sequences for the content do-

main of social participation, and other tests were very creative in

identifying items that captured important aspects of child-child

social interactions. Criticism should also be tempered by the fact

that the field of peer relations has only emerged in its present

form within the last few years; yet many of the tests have been in

existence for some time. Finally, it must be recognized that many

of the inadequacies found here may be a rei3ection of the general

difficulties facing workers in the area of child-child social in-

teractions. The complexity of peer relations, its marked sensi-

tivity to what appear to be relatively minor alternations in

17
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environmental conditions, and the admitted subjectivity of the judg-

ments called for to carry out assessments in this area all contribute

to the problems that have been described in this article.

In view of these inadequacies, what can the practitioner do?

Given the now well established importance of peer relations and the

susceptability of handicapped children to special difficulties in

this area, it is certainly not reasonable to defer assessment. Some

problems can be minimized, however, by not relying solely on one

developmental instrument, by selecting items from content domains

that most closely correspond to an individual child's difficul-

ties, and by obtaining information from different sources-(i.e.,

parent, teacher, clinician). Even with these efforts, it may

be necessary for practitioners to consult the growing literature

in this area to supplement their understanding of the develop-

mental sequence, age appropriate behavior, and underlying processes

related to social development with peers. A number of recent re-

views are available (Field, 1981; Guralnick, 1981a, in press;

Mueller, 1979).

Clearly, these are only interim solutions. What is needed,

of course, is an effort to develop an assessment instrument that

is developmental in its orientation; compatible with current know-

ledge;; sensitive to unique characteristics of handicapped child-

ren, especially those with sensory or motor impairments; practical

in its administration; sufficiently detailed while encompassing

the important ::ontent domains; of value to subsequent planning

and intervention; and psychometrically sound. As noted else-

where (Guralnick, 1981a), this will not be very easy to accomplish,

especially since findings and concepts from the field of communication

18
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and language development (Guralnick, lalc) as well as information

concerning a child's interpersonal and motivaLional characteristics

(Zigler, 1973) must be incorporated into the design of an assess-

ment instrument in this area.
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Footnotes

1
Not all tests fell exclusively into each of these categories.

Three tests contained items in two domains and were classified in

both places.

2 A listing of all tests, complete references, and definitions

of terms found in this report are contained in the comprehensive

source manual in which all 621 test items have been cataloged.

This manual may be obtained by writing the first author.

3 These six categories also applied to the clinical items.

However, distinctions among the subtypes of the social participa-

tion categories were typically not apparent since clinical items

focused primarily on aspects of withdrawal or isolation.
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Table 1

Frequency Distribution of Peer-Peer Items

By Content Domain and Type of Test

Content Domain
Total

a

C R EC S CR

Social Participation 189 (36.5%) 143 (41.2%) 15 (44.8%) 31 (27%) 13 (12.6%)

Solitary 15 11 3 1

Onlooker 13 12 0 1

Parallel 36 :1 1 4

Associative 48 37 6 5

Cooperative k9 20 3 6

Games 48 32 2 14

Cooperation 109 (21.0%) et (23.3%) 11 (19%) 17 (15%) 8 (7.8%)

Sharing 39 30 2 7 1

Turntaking 28 24 1 3

Borrow/Return 19 lt 4 4 1

Cooperativeness 23 16 4 3 6

Aggression 39 (7.5%) 30 (8.6%) 3 (5.2%) 6 (5%) 38 (3630

Aggressiveness 28 20 2 6 32

Defend Possessions 11 10 1 - 6

Friendship/Pmsocial 61 (11.7%) 40 (11.5%) 4 (7%) 17 (15%) 18 (17.40

Friendship 25 19 - 6 18

Prosocial 36 21 4 11 -

Initiation/Response 47 00%) 20 (5J8%) 16 (27.6%) 11 (10%) 12 (11.7%)

Initiation 28 7 12 9 9

Imitation 9 9 - - 1

Response 10 4 4 2 2
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Table 1

Frequency Distribution of Peer-Peer Items

By Content Domain and Type of Test

(continued)

Content Domain
Total

a

EC, S CR u EC S CR C

Miscellaneous 73 (14.1%) 33 (9.5%) 9 (15.5%) 31 (27%) 14 (13.6%)

Competitiveness 7 6 1
- 13

Greet peers 4 2 1 1 -

Verbal Fxpression 10 1 5 4

Activity Interests 21 6 - 15 -

Rules and Fair Play 6 5 1 0 -

Other 25 13 1 11 13

TOTAL 518 347 58 113 103

a
Totals do not include clinical (C) items.

EC-Early Childhood; SitSocial; CR- Criterion Referenced.
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Sourcebook to accompany

Guralnick, M. J., & Weinhouse, E., "Child-child

social interactions: Ar analysis of assessment

instruments for young children."

2872
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General Categorly: Social Participation
Specific Category: Solitary Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

A-1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURCI

"Solitary: Plays alone."
(Classroom Screening) (P)

"4.18 Engages predominantly In soli-
tary play."
(SOC) (P)

"Solitary or Onlooker Play"
(Gesell, see Onlooker) (P)

"31. PLAYING WITH OTHERS
1. Usually plays by self.
2. Plays with others but limits

play to one or two children.
3. Occasionally plays with a larger

group (three or more children).
4. Usually plays with a larger group

(three or more children)."
(Cain-Levine, see Associative) (S)

31

Teacher observes
child 2 to 4 weeks
after start of
school during daily
routine.
(0;T)

"material: free

play with numerous
play materials -
do: Observe child
for approximately 10
min. (of 10 second
intervals) during a
free play situation
with 4 or more
children (spread
over several occa-
sions if possible)
Note: See free play
observation system."

(OR;T,SP)

(HS;NI)

Parent Interview
(NS;P)

12-24 months

1-2 years

18 months

No age

+, -; uninvolved, unsafe/ destruc'
tive, disruptive.

(No, o)

"The child is observed to play
alone with a toy different than
those of children playing nearby
and not to Interact with the other
children in any way.
criteria: 50% or more of the
time (observed Intervals)"

(Yes, 0)

As part of best fit to age des-
cription
(No, 0)

Level of item reported; subscale
raw scores totaled and converted
to age normed percentiles.

(No, o)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Solitary Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"PLAYING WITH OTHERS

1. He usually plays by himself
2. He plays with others but limits

play to one or two children.
3. He occasionally plays with a larger

group (three or more children).
4. He usually plays with a larger

group (three or more children)."
(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale, see Associative) (S)

"1.4.3 Social play (isolate activity)
i List maximum of 5"
(Minimum Objective System) (CR)

"Solitary Play: Child plays alone and
independently with toys that are dif-
ferent than those of the children play-
ing nearby."

(individ11 Assessment) (P)

I"Solitary play - Plays with materials
when presented. Discards or loses
interest in each after brief time."
(Koontz Child Development Training
Program) (P)

"Plays contentedly alone if near
adults"
(LAP) (P)

"Plays contentedly alone If near

33

Teacher rating
(NS;T)

NS; used in con-
junction with
curriculum; T

Teacher observes
(0;T)

Parent, teacher, or
professional observes
(O;P,T,SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

No age; Inherent in
levels within items

No age

12-24 months

14 months

18-23 months

21 months

Choose one level per item.
(No, B)

Mastered, acquired, prompted,
partial assistance, full assis-
tance, not assessed, functional
alternative
(Yes, Q)
Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L)

Pass/fail

(No, D)

+/-

(No, D)

+1 -

(No, D) 34



Senora) Category: Social Participation
Specific Category. Solitary Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

adults"
(LAPI) (P)

LDS (see Onlooker) (P)

Kohn Social Competence Scale
(See Associative) (S)

"Plays contentedly alone, but likes to
be near adult"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"Prefers solitary play"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

1
Sheridan Developmental Scale

2
Gesell Developmental Scale

(OR;T,SP)-

1.NS;T)

(NS;NI)

(NS;N1)

18 months

Positive loading on
Factor I, interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

18-23 months

24-29 'months

(No, D)

(No, D)

No information
NI)

No information
(No, NI)
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General Category: Social Participation 8-1

Specific Category: Onlooker Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Likes to watch other babies"
(infant- Parent Training Program Check-
list) (P)

"Observes another child but prefers to
play alone, usually near familiar
adult."
(Lexington Developmental Profile - long
form) (P)

"Solitary or Onlooker Play"
(Gesell) (P)

"Observes other children at play and
joins in for a few minutes."

(AP) (P)

"Watches other children play - Joins
in occasionally."
(LAP-I) (P)

"Watches other children at play - may
join in without adult help."
(functional Profile) (P)

"Onlooker: Watches others"
(Classroom Screening) (P)

37

(NS) if item is not
observed, teacher
designs situations
to test behavior (T)

Overall, test is
administered in 2-30
minute sessions and
child is observed at
school-flexible-can
arrange for small
groups of children
and parents.
(OR;T,SP)

(NSW)

(NS;T)

(NS; T)

(NSJ,SP)

Teacher observes
child 2 to 4 weeks
after start of

10-12 months

12-18 months

18 months

30-35 months

33 months

(1.7i1

30-35 months
#3 out of 5

30-36 months

Check if clearly demonstrated
(No, D)

X if observed, child has three
opportunities
(Yes, D)

As part of best fit.to age des-
cription

(No, D)

+/-

(No, D)

+1 -

(Nr, D)

+, -; uninvolved, unsafe/destruc-
tive; disruptive

(No, CO
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Onlooker Behavior

ITEM

0-2

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURCE

"Onlooker Behavior: Child watches
play of of other children and joins
in for a few minutes."
(individual Assessment) (P)

"Watches others play and may join for
a few minutes."

(BCP) (CR)

"6.(C) Watches others in play.

Exhibits awareness of others by
imitating some action. Does

not interact.".

Example: "While playing at
water table, watches what other
children are doing, imitates
other child's activity, but
doesn't interact with other
children."

(Collier Azusa) (P)

"Watches other children at play
intereste?y and occasionally joins in
for a fr./ minutes"

(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"Shows interest in other children."
Description: "During free or group
play, child watches other children for
at least 15 ,.econds."

(Carolina Developmental Profile) (P)

Sheridan Developmental Scale 11

school during daily
routine.

(O;T)

Teacher observes
during group or free
play.

(O;T)

Teacher, specialists
and/or aides
schedule observa-
tions.

(O;T,SP)

Observe for at least
two weeks. Consensus
by multiple persons
familiar with child
recommended (e.g.,
teacher, aides,
parent, specialists)

(O;T,P,SP)

(NS;NI)

Teacher administers
test items in large
room over several
sessions.

(O;T)

36-48 months

No age

24 months

30-35 months

2-3 years

Often. sometimes, rarely
(No,

Not displayed, 1/20e, H, E
(v" displayed 75% of time)
(Yes, L)

Pass if behavior occurs spon-
taneously and is generalized
(Yes, D)

No information
(No, NI)

Can do, Cannot do
(Yes, D)
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General Category: Social Participation C-1

Specific Category: Parallel Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Occasionally plays near other chil-
dren."
(Early Intervention Developmental Pro-
file) (P)

"Plays near other children."
(LAP - Infant) (p)

"Parallel play with other child; pro-
tects self."
(Infant-Parent Training Program
Checklist) (P)

"Plays independently in the company of
peios."
(CEEDI) (p)

"Plays along side of another child."
(CEEDI) (p)

"Plays neariother children but not
with them no exchange of toys"
(Functional Profile) (P)

"Plays around other children effective-
ly."

(Comprehensive Developmental Scale-

MEMPHIS) (P)

The Marshalltown Pro ect Behavioral Presiription Guide

Observe child for 30
minutes i setting
where other children.
are playing.

(OR;T,SP)

(NS;T)

NS; if item not
observed, teacher
designs situation to
test behavior; T

(O;SP)

(O;SP)

(NS;T,SP)

Teacher rating
(NI,N1)

41

20-23 months

21 months

10-12 months

18-23 months

2-3 years

18-23 months

(Item #6 out of 6 items
in this age range)

1.50 years (18 months)

Pass, P/F (Emergent), F. Score
if child physically positions

himself near children for. periods,
rather than staying with mother
or other adults.
(to, D)

+/-

(No, D)

Check if cleariy demonstrated
(No, D)

P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q)

P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q )

No, ? (Inconsistent), Yes

(No, D)

P/F
(No, D)

Portage Project Checklist; Pres hool Attainment Record
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Parallel Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

C-2

"Parallel Play: Plays with the same
toy as other children nearby, but not
with the children."

(Individual Assessment) (P)

"Occasionally plays near other
dren."

(Early Intervention Developmental Pro-
file, revised edition) (P)

"Prefers to play near, but not with,
other children."
(Early Intervention Developmental Pro-
file, revised edition) (P)

"Prefers to play near, but not with,
other children."
(Early Intervention Developmental
Profile) (p)

43

Teacher observes
during group activity
or free play

(0;T)

'Observe the child for
30 minutes in setting
where other children
are playing."
(OR;T,SP)

"This item is an
extension of item 161
(above]."
(OR;T,SP)

Observe child for
30 minutes in setting
where other children
are playing.

(OR;T,SP)

30-35 months

20-23 months

24-27 months

24-27 months

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, I.)

P, P/F, F, 0
"Pass if the child tends to
physically position him/herself
near the children for short
periods rather than staying near
his/her parent or other adults."

(No, D)

IP, P /F, F, 0

"To pass this item, the child must
show a marked preference for and
ttraction to other children.

though s/he does not yet play
ith them interactively. Pass if
he child keeps physically near
then children, perhaps engaging
in similar activities, rather than
imply observing them from afar or
referring adult company."

(No, D)

P, P/F, F, P

.10 score this item, the child
ust show a marked preference for
nd attraction to other children,
though he does not yet play with
khem interactively. Score if child
keeps physically near other child-
ren, perhaps engaging in similar
activities, rather than simply
observing them from afar or pre-

ferring adult company."
(No, 0)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Parallel Play C-3

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURC

"Parallel play - will play alongside
other children, but play not inter-
active.'
(Koontz Child Developmental Program) (P)

"Parallel play predominates"
(LAP) (P)

"Plays (a) beside"
(PAR) (P)

"Takes part in parallel play with other
children."
(Maxfield-Buchholz) (S)

"The child begins to play in the com-
pany of other children, although he
will not engage directly in activities
with them; however, he does enjoy
their company."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

Observe for 1 week;
parent, teacher or
professional as
observer

(O;T,P,SP)

(NS;T)

Use person familiar
with child as in-
formant
(NS;T,P,SP)
Parent report
(for visually im-
paired)

(NS;P)

Parent and/or teacher
Q-sort
(NS;T,P)

Gesell Developmental Scale (1949)

Genii et al :t First Five Years of t,1 fe

45

18 months

24 months

3 years

i 2 years

24 months

P/F
(Yes, D)

+/-

(No, D)

+,+/-, N.O.
"Plays singly with sustained in-
terest alongside or among other
children or with adults, pets, or
belongings with little disturbing
or disturbanfe." (No, D)
+, +F, +NO, -, -
Obviously enjoys being with other
children. May be some attempt to
defend own rights, with consider-
able snatch and grab of other
children's property.
(No, Q)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, 1.)

46
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Parallel Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

C -4

ITEM

"Enjoys using same playthings as child
next to him."
(Functional Profile) (P)

Prefers adults - parallel play
("I don't mind other kids as long as
they don't bother me. They can play
beside me, but they'd better not
invade my territory.")
(Early Identification Developmental
Inventory) (P)

Area: "Play"
Item: "Parallel play, i.e., child
does same thing as other child."
(SEED) (P)

"Parallel: Plays near others in.simi-
lar way but does not interact."
(Classroom Screening) (P)

"Plays alongside rather than with an-
other child. Parallel play predomi-
nates.
(LDS) (P)

"Parallel play predominates"

Doll 47

SITUATION

(NS;T,SP)

Parent record
(0;P)

No situtation for
peer items except
parent report;

assessment conducted
by professional or
paraprofessional
with parent present.

(0;SP)

Teacher observes
child 2 to 4 weeks
after start of school
during daily routine.

(0;T)

Observe

(OR;T,SP)

None other than

STATUS OF ITEM

30-35 months
14 out of 5 items
at this age level

from 2-3 years

24 months (concurrent
with "sympathetic
toward other children"

24-30 months

18-24 months

18 months (item 127)

SCORING

Y, 1, N
(No, 0)

Yes/No, age of attainment
(No, 0)

+, -, PR, 11, NA, R, NT

(N0, Q)

+, -; uninvolved, unsafe/destruc-

tive, disruptive

(No, Q)

X if occurs

(No, o)

Present/absent and comments

(No, 0)

48
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General Category: Social Participation

Specific Category: Pa.-41e1 Play

Description: "The child will play
comfortably in the same room with
other children. All children are
involved in individual activities
(each child having his/her own toy,
etc.) rather than cooperative

activities."
(Early-LAP) (p)

"Assessment Behavior: Parallel
play predominates.

Definition: The infant will play in
the presence of another playing child,
although they will not interact in
play."

(EMI) (P)

"Parallel play predominates when with
other Aildven, though he obviously
enjoys being with other children."
(Gesell) (P)

"4.23 Engages predominantly in
i parallel play"

(SOC) (P)

43

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

description, by
observation

(GSM)

Assessment: None
Curriculum:
"Playing or working

at a table is useful
in developing this
ability; the teacher
should give the in-
fant and another
child similar ob-
jects to play with.
"A sandbox is also
a good arena for
parallel play."

(OR;T)

(16;111)

"material: free
play with numerous
play materials -
do: Observe child
for approximately 10
min. (of 10 second
intervals) during a

free play situation

C-5

22 months

24 months

2-3 years.

Assessment: P/F
Curriculum: "In the presence of
another playing child, the infant
will play independently in
out of trials."

(Yes, 0)

As part of best fit to age

description
(No, D)

"The child is observed to engage
in parallel play by playing with
the same toy (i.e., tinker toys)
as another child who is within 3
feet of him. Verbal and physical

interaction is not necessary.
criteria: 50% or more of the time
(observed intervals)"
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General Category: SociaI Participation C-6
Specific Category: Parallel Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"S-3 To assist the student in
developing a tolerance for others."
"S-3.3 The student will be able to
play near other children but not with
them.

(IBAS) (CR)

"Noyes near others during free play."
(BCP) (CR)

"Plays alone in presence of others."

(BCP) (CR)

"A. Socialization
6.(A) Seeks out others to play near.

Does not interact with others in
play."
Example: "Goes to water table to
play while other children are
playing there; aware that they are
there, but dOes not interact with
them"

(Collier-Azusa) (P)

51

with 4 or more chil-
dren (spread over
several occasions if
possible) Note: See
free play observation
system"

(OR;T,SP)

(NS;T) No age

Teacher, specialist, No age
and/or aides schedule
observation times.

(O;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist, No age
and/or aides schedule
observation times.

(O;T,SP)

Observe for at least 24 months
two weeks. Recommend
consenses by multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cial ist)

(O;T,P,SP)

Scoring: +, 4*, -
(Yes, D)

Check appropriate outcome for
performance, ecision, and
explanation
(No, Q)

Not displayed, 1/20e, N, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/20/, H, E
(Yes, L)

Pass if behavior occurs spon-
taneously and is generalized
(Yes, D)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Pai.allel Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

C-7

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"B. Development of Self-Concept
15.(B) Enters into parallel play

activities with other children
Does not play cooperatively.
Imitates other children's play
and follows other children
around for brief periods."

(Callier-Azusa) (p)

"Plays near other children but not
with them."
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"Enjoys using identical equipment as
child next to him (clay, paints,
beads)."
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"12. THE CHILD PLAYS IN THE PRES-
ENCE OF OTHER CHILDREN
Is the child able to play un-
attended in close proximity to
another child?
Does the child respond posi-
tively when placed with another
chile"

(CAMS) (CR)

"Plays alone, in presence of other
children."
Description: "For example, plays in
sandbox alongside other child."
(Carolina Developmental, Profile) (P!

1
Sheridan Developmental Scale

2
Gesell Developmental Scale

53

Observe for at least 42 months
two weeks. Recommend
-)nsensus of multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cialist)
(0;T,P,SP)

(NS;NI)

(NS;NI)

24-29 months

30-35 months

Placement test ad- Items are d.,velopment-

ministered to child ally sequenced; item is

in a quiet room in #12 out of 40
presence of mother.
Mother is used as in-
formant for items not
testable in this

setting.

(NS;T,P,SP)

Teacher administers
test items in large
room over several
sessions.
(D;T)

2-3 years

Pass if occurs spontaneously and
is generalized
(Yes, D)

No information

(No, NI)

No information

(No, NI!

Yes, no; child must pass all
questions to receive credit
for objective.
(No, D)

Can do, cannot do
(No, D)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Associative Play (plays with) SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Enjoys playing with other children"
(CEED1, PS 15). (P)

"Plays with another child."
Okssessment-Programming Guide) (P)

'interacts with other children"
(Dirth to Three) (P)

Interactive: Plays with others."
(Classroom Screening) (P)

(0;SP)

Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior
(0;T)

"Materials: Toys and
objects enjoyed by
groups of children,
such as blocks, cars,
dolls, books, or
pull toys.
"Procedure: Examiner
makes observations
to determine if child
interacts with others
as in giving another
child a toy or taking
a toy from a child.
Mother may have to
give examples that
occur when child is
with friends."
(OR;SP)

Teacher observes
child 2 to 4 weeks
after start of school
during daily routine.

(0;T)

12-17 months

12-16 months

12-18 months

36-48 months

Pass (p), Not Pass tle),
Other (Refused, Omitted),
Modified (H)
(No, Q)

0, + (inconsistent), 1 (consis-
tent)

(No, Q)

"Pass: interacts with other chil-
dren.
Emerging: Stays in group but
does not interact.
Fail: Stays by self."
(No, 0)

+, -; unii.volved, unsafe/destruc-

tive, disruptive
(No, Q)

'Developmental Profile (Alpern and Doll ; Physical Education or Elementary School Children,
2nd Edition (1970); Portage Project C cklisti Vineland Social Maturity Scale.
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;General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Associative Play (plays with)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

D-2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

."Plays with other children"
(Early Intervention Developmental
Profile, revised edition) (P)

"Plays with other children"
(LAP) (p)

"Plays with one other child"
(Portage) (P)

"Enjoys playing with another child"
(Portage) (P)

"Play with other children"
"Plays independently in company of
others of approximately same age or
social station without creating an-
tagonism. Activity is individual
rather than cooperative, but he gets
along with other children."
(Vineland) (S)

"Begins 'associative play' activities.
Description: "The child plays with
other children in.similur but not
identical activities."
(Early-LAP) (P)

INurlock 57

Observe or parent's
report .

(OR;T,P,SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T,P,SP)

Parent report

(NS;P)

I

f
None, other than
description
By observation

(NS;NI)

28-31 months

le months

0-1 year
(Card #23 out of total
23 cards)

1-2 years
(#2 out of total 15
cards)

I II years
U 1.50 years

33 months (item #33)

"Pass if,when in the company of
other children, the child plays
with the same objects they are
using or in other ways partici-
pates in their play in a positive
way."

(No, D)

+/- for positive or negative
demonstration of skill
(No, D)

Entry behavior, date achieved

(No, D)

Entry behavior, date achieved

(No, D)

+, +F, +N.O., -N.O.

(No, Q)

Present, absent, and comments
(No, D)

58
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general Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Associative Play (plays with)

I
ITEM

. D-3

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Interacts with peers."
(CEED1, PS 42) (P)

"Prefers group of two or three."
(LDS) (P)

"Plays in groups of two to five."
%DS) (P)

"The pupil engages in social behavior
with peers."
(UPAS birth - 6 years) (p)

"Shares play activities"
(Marshalltown) (p)

"Likes to play with 2 cr 3 children -
children - May have a favorite friend."

'1
Denver Developmental Screening Test Mar1222 Developmental Gu

Portage; Preschool Attainment Record

(0;SP)

"Look for child's
reaction to group
play."

(OR;T,SP)

"Look for child's
reaction to group
play."

(OR;T,SP)

(OR;T)
Observe pupil during
free choice time and
note amount of time
engaged in interac-
tion with peers and
kinds of interactions

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T,SP)

53

3-4 years

48 months

60 months

2-6 years
(multi-level item)

30-36 months

3-4 years

#6 out of 7 items at

delines; Developmental

P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q)

X for occurs

(No, D)

X for occurs

(No, 0)

"YES

a. low social be'Aavior
b. high social behavior
(definitions attached)

NO
a. The

inte

chil

b. The
high

(Yes, D)

Indicate if present

(No, D)

pupil engages in no
ractions with other
dren but remains isolate.

pupil does not engage in
social behiMor."

Y, ?, N

(No, D)

raffle; Marshalltown; MEMPHIS;

su



'General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Assdciative Play (plays with)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM

0-4

SCORING 1 SOURC

(Functiona: Profile) (P)

"Emerging interest in playing with
other children rather than alone.
Play groups of two or three often
changing."
(LDS) (P)

"Joins in play with other children
without adult help."

(Functional Profile) (P)

"Associative group play takes place of
parallel play"

(LAP) (P)

"Unorganized group play"
(Portage) (P)

"Plays with.2-3 children"
(Portage) (P)

"Plays (b) with" (See plays with)

(PAR) (P)

"The child's interest in playing
with other children rather than

1Geseil, A., et al. The First Five Year

RI

"Look for child's
reactions to group
play"
(OR;T,SP)

(NS;T,SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;P,T,SP)

(NS;P,T,SP)

(NS;P,T,SP)

Use person familiar
with child as in-
formant

Parent and/or teacher
4-Sort
(NS,T,P)

of Jfe.

this age level

36 months

3-4 years
#1 out of 7 items
at this age range

42 months

2-3 years
( #5 out of total 19
cards)

2-3 years

(113 out of total 19
cards)

3 years 6 months

36 months

X for occurs
(No, 0)

Y, 7, N
(No, D)

+/-
(No, D)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, D)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, D)

+, +, -, N.O.
"Engages in interpersonal, reci-
procal, or inter - related play with
other children, adults, or with
pets, with minimal friction or
disturbance." (No, 0)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, L)
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''General Category: So :ial Participation

Specific Category: Associative Play (plays with)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

D-5

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SO=

playing alone increases. He may
play in groups of two or three, but
these are constantly shifting in
make-up and activity."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Frequently the child will indicate
an interest in playing with a small
group of two or three children."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

Project Vision-up (See Friendship) (P)

"Increasing interest in playing with
other children rather than playing
alone. May play in groups of two or
three, but thes are constantly
shifting in make-up and activity."
(Gesell) (P)

"Prefers group play with other child-
ren.°

(Functional Profile) (P)

"Prefers to play in a group of two or

Parent and/or teacher
Q-Sort
(HS;T,P)

(HS;T,P)

(NS;HI)

(HS;T,SP)

(Hg;NI)

1
Gesell et al., The First Five Years of Life

ga

48 months

60-72 months

24 months

4-5 years

48 mor.ths

Does, sometimes does, coesn't
(No, L)

(No, L)

As part of best fit to age
description
(No, D)

Y, ?, H
(No, D)

As part of best fit to age
description
(No, 0)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Associative Play (plays with)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

0-6

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURCB

three children. Often chooses favor-
ite companion of own sex."

(Gesell, see Friendship) (P)

"Plays in groups of two to five. (NS;NI)
Friendships are becoming stronger."
(Gesell, see Friendship) (P)

"Plays well alone but generally wants
to play with other children."
(LDS) (P)

"Associative Play: Child plays with
other children, borrowing and lending
materials, but play is neither goal-
directed nor organized."
"(Individual Assessment) (P)

"31. PLAYING WITH OTHERS

1. Usually plays by self.
2. Plays with others but limits

"Looks for child's
reactions to group
play."
(OR;T,SP)

Teacher observes
(0;T)

Parent interview
(NS;P)

60 months

5-6 years

36-48 months

Social skills subscale

As part of best fit to age
description

(No, 0)

X for occurs

(No, 0)

Often, sometimes, rarely
(No, L)

..evel of item; subscale'raw
scores totaled and converted
to age normal percentiles
(No, 10

66
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Associative Play (plays with)

SOCIAL 'ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

play to one or two chi ldren.
3. Occasionally plays with a larger

group (three or more children).
4. Usually plays with a larger

group (three or more children)."
(Cain- Levine) (S)

"PLAYING WITH OTHERS

I. He usually plays by himself
2. He plays with others but limits

play to one or two children.

3. He occasionally plays with a
larger group (three or more
children).

4, He usually plays with a larger
group (three or more children)."

(California Preschool Social Competen-
cy Scale) (S)

"Plays with one or two ethers."
(8CP) (CR)

"Plays with group of three or more"
(BCP) (CR)

"Participates in peer-group activities
when not asked."
(BCP) (CR)

"Participates in peer-group activities
when asked."

(8CP) (CR)

S7

Teacher rating
(NS;T)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observation.
(G;T,SP)

Teachers, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observation.
(O;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observation.
(0;T,SP)

Teachers,. specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observation.
(0;T,SP)

Inherent in levels of

items

No age

No age

No age

No age

Choose one level per item
(No, B)

Not displayed, 1/2,1, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/20/, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/20/, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 11201, H, E
(Yes, L) .
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Cetera* Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Associative Play (plays wits)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

D-8

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

'Talks and/or plays with a large num-
ber or classmates." .

(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

"Child can participate actively in
structured activities as well as in
__flee play type of activities.
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Child seems to enjoy both play with
others and by himself/herself

__(rating should consider both aspects)'
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Plays with other children"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"Joins in play with other children"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"30. THE CHILD PLAYS WITH OTHER
CHILDREN
Does the child want to play
with other children?
Is the child able to choose
friend?
Are the child and his friend
able to play together without
adult supervision?

(CAMS) (co

1
Vineland Social MatcritIlEELL

2
Sheridan Developmental Scale

63

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational pro-
cedure. (OR;T)

Teacher rating ' red

on past week's be-
havior.
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past ...eek's be-

havior.
(NS;T)

(NS;NI)

(NS;NI)

Placement test is ad-
ministered in a quiet
room in presence of
mother. Mother is
utilized as informant
for all items not
testable in the situa-
tion.

(NS;T,P,SP)

No age

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vz.
Apathy-Withdrawal.

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apatty-Withdrawal.

18-23 months

36-48 months

items are developmental
ly sequenced; Item is

#30 out of 40

1-7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)
(No, L)

1-7 (never always)

(No, L)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, NI)

Yes, no; all questions must be
passed for child to receive 41eJit
for this objective.
(No, D)

70
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-.General Category: Social Participation

Specific Category: Associative Play (plays with)

ITEM

.1 "Plays with 2 or 3 children."
Description: "2 or 3 children all
playing in Housekeeping or Block
Corner, will interact and associate,
but do not assign roles or act as
organized group - each child is still
basically separate."
(Carolina Developmental Profile) (P)

71

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION

Teacher administers
test items in lar'e
room over several
sessions .

(00)

STATUS OF ITEM

3-4 years

SCORING

Can do, cannot do
(No, 0)

.D-9

72
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General Category: Social Participation
Specifi: Category: Cooperative Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Plays cooperatively with other chil-
dren"
(LAP) (P)

"Plays (c) cooperatively"
(PAR) (p)

"Plays cooperatively at kindergarten
level's

"Participates in coordianted group
activity, such as kindergarten circle
games, imaginative group play, simple
tea parties, or activities where mu-
tual or reciprocal action is required!'

(Vineland) (S)

"Cooperative activity during play
takes the place of physical contact"
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Cooperative play begins and continues
to improve, replacing parallel type
play by 3 years."
(Early Developmental Identification,
inventory) (P)

"Plays in a small group of children."
(Preschool Developmental Profile,
revised edition) (p)

(NS;T)

(NS;T,P,SP)

Parent report

(NS;P)

Parent and/or teacher
Q-Sort
(NS;T,P)

Pdrent record

(0;P)

"Observe the child
in a group situation
or ask the parent how
the child plays in a
small group of chil-
dren." (OR;T,P,SP)

1Gesell, A. et al., The First Five Years of Life

2
Gesell Developmental Schedules, LAP,

73

EMPN1S, PAR, Vineland

48 months

4 years

3-4 years
U go 3.28

3 years

by 3 years

4/ years

+/-
(No, D)

+, +, N.O.

"Plays in coordinated group
(pairs, trios, or more) observin
rules or maintaining purpose wit
harmonious give and take or in
cooperation" (No, 0)

+, +F, +N.O., +, -, N.O.

(No, Q)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, L)

Yes/No, Age of attainment

(No, 0)

P, F, P/F, 0
"Pass if the child plays coopera
tively with other children."

(No, 0)
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General Category; Social Participation

Specific Category: Cooperative Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM S CORING

"Plays cooperatively"
(Assessment-Programming Guide) (P)

Area: "Play"
Item: "Cooperative play with 2-3 other
children"
(SEED) (P)

"Plays cooperatively with peers."
(CEEDI, PS 49) (P)

"Cooperative activity taking the
place of physical contact."
(Gesell) (P)

$ 20. "Is the child able to keep
w..rking for at least 30 minutes
with a similar-aged child in a single
task such as making buildings or roads
with blocks,. logs, sand, or mud
or rearranging a room or area for
doll-play, such as store, school, or
house?" .

(Developmental Profile) (P)

'Takes part in dramatic play!'
(Maxfield-Buckholz)

"The child enters Into dramatic play
with other children of his own age

Teacher observes
spontaneous behavior

(0;T) .

hone; parent report
with parent present
during assessment
(0; SP)

(0;SP)

(NS;NI)

By professional,

semi-professional,
parent interview, or
self-administration
(NS;T,P, SP)

Parent report
(NS;P)

Parent and/or teacher
(NS;T,P)

1

Gesell, A. et al. The First Five Years of Life.

75

36-48 months

(#4 out 4f 9 items
at thls age level)

42 months

4-5 years

36 months

3-3 1/2 years
(Preschooler I: 37-42
months)

72 months

0, 4., 1

(No, D)

-, PR, 0, NA, R, NT

(No, Q)

P, NP, 0, H
(No, Q)

As best fit to age description

(No, D)

Yes, No
(Yes, D)

+, +F, AO, +0
(NO p Q)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(Yes, L)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Cooperative Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

E-3

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING SOURC

and continues in play the following
day."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Cooperative Play: Child plays in
group that is goal-directed toward
a product, a competitive goal, or for-
mal game, or dramatization."
(Individual Assessment) (P)

"Plays cooperatively with another child
(e.g., plays game requiring peer inter-
action)"
(BCP) (CR)

"Plays cooperatively in group activity.
(BCP) (CR)

'Yorks on projects in class with
another classmate(s)."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

"Engages in imaginative play with
another person (for example, plays
house, zoos and robbers, pretends to be
an animal and wants adult to play along,
etc.)."
(ABSI) (CR)

"Engages in exp:oratory or motor play

with another person (for example,

77

Observe during group
or free play
(0;T)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations

(O ;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(O;T,SP)

Completed by
teacher following
specified observa-
tional procedure.
(OR;T)

(NS;T,P)

(NS;T,P)

60-72 months

No age

No ago

No age

No age

No age

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L)

Not displayed, 1/20/, H, C

(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/2,, H, 0
(Yes, L)

1-7 (Not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)

(No, L)

Check if occurs with adults, with
children

(No, D)

Check if occurs with adults,

with aildren
(No, D) 78



General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Cooperative Play E-4

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

stacks blocks cooperatively, builds
small play buildings together, teeter-
totters, pushes wagons, plays chasing
games, etc.)
(ROW (CR)

"S-10 To assist the student in (NS;T) No age
the interaction in non-competitive
activities."
"S-10.2 The student will be able to
play with one other child in activities
like domestic roles,. make-believe,
dress-up, floor play of blocks, cars,
ball, etc."
(I BAS) (CR)

"4.4.2 Toy play (cooperative activity) (NS)used in conjunc No age
List maximum of 5" tion with curriculum.
(Minimum Objective System) (CR) (T)

"4.52 Engages in cooperative play."
(sac) (P)

73

Same as 4.30
(OR;T,SP)

4-5 years

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, explana-
tion

(No, Q)

Mastered; acquired, prompted
partial assistance, full assis-
tam.") not assessed, functional
alternative.

(Yls, Q)

"The child is observed to play
cooperatively with one or more
peers by demonstrating one or
more of the following behaviors:
a. positive vocalizations

directed toward another child
. sharing materials with anothe

child by simultaneously
touching a toy or components
of the same toy while within
3 feet of each other

. offering, receiving, or ex-
changing material with

another child

80



General Category: Social Participation

Specific Category: Cooperative Play SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

E -5

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Plays(d) pretend"
(PAR) (P)

"A. Socialization
7. (8) Plays in interactive manner."

Example: "Plays with another child
or other children to build some-
thing of blocks, role-playing,
dress-up, circle game, hide-n-seek"

(Callier-Azusa) (P)

41. Development of Social-Concept
1.6. (A). Plays cooperatively with

other children. Selects playmates"
(Callier-Azusa) (P)

"Plays cooperatively at kindergarten

level."
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

/Vineland Social Maturity Scale

81

(NS;T,P,SP)
Use person familiar
with child as in-
format

6.0 years

Observe for at least 48 months
two wee4s. Recommend
constasus by multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cialists)
(0;T,P,SP)
Observe for at least 48 months
two weeks. Recommend
consensus by multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cial ists).

(0;T,P,SP)

(NS;NI)

I

36-48 months

criteria: 50% or mom of
observed time (intervals)"
Scaring: +, +, -
(Yes, D)

+, +p N.O.
"Engages in imaginative play.
Plays house, nurse, adult, or
other role figures. Does so
singly or in pairs or groups.
Mimics. Dresses up. Leads,

directs, or follows others."
(No, D)

Pass if occurs spontaneously
and is generalized
(Yes, D)

Pass if occurs spontaneously
and is generalized.
(Yes, D)

No information
(No, NI)

82
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Cooperative Play

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

"Engages in dramatic play."
Description: Two or more children
play cooperatively, each taking a
role, such as playing house. Play is
organized."
(Carolina Developmental Profile) (P)

"Plays in a small group of children."
(Preschool Developmental Profile) (P)

83

Teacher administers
test items in large
room over several
sessions.
(0; T)

Observe in group
situation or ask
parent how child
plays in small group
of children.
(OR;T,P,SP)

4-5 years

4-41 years

SCORING

Can do, cannot do
(No, D)

P, P/F, F
"Pass if the child plays
cooperatively with other

children."
(No, D)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Games (simple)

SOCIAL ITEMS IJITH PEERS

F-1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING SOURC1

"Plays interactive games
(e.g., tag)"

(Denver Developmental Screening Test)(P)

"Plays si le structured games - Prefers
to play ga.es with playmates, such as
'Tag,' or 'Ring-Around-the-Rosie"
(Koontz Child Development Program) (P)

"Plays simple group games as Ring-
around-the-Rosie"

(LAP) (P)

"Plays simple group games such as
Ring-around-the-Rosie with adult help.
(LAP-lnfent) (P)

PS3. "The child ...ticipates in

group play." P.A-
(Battelle Student Follow-up Assessment;
Item also included on CEED1) (P)

1The Marshalltown Pro ect Behavioral Pr

Parent report

(NS;P)

Observe for 1 week

(0:T,P,SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

"Observe the child
when a group game
Is being played,
such as ring around
the rosy, or when
two or more children
are playing with the

same set of toys.
Note whether the
child joins in and
plays with other
children."
(OR [Battelle]

0; SP (CEEDI))

scri tion Guide; Porta

25% - 20 months
50% - 2 years
75% - 3 years
90% - 3 1/2 year_

48 months

30-35 months

33 months

No age equivalent on
follow-up assessment.
On CEEDI: 2-3 years
(PS item 033)

e Pro

Pass/Fail

(No, D)

Pass/Fail

(No, D)

+/-
(No, D)

+/-
(No, D)

"Credit is given if the child
typically joins in play with two
or mov of his peers who are
using the same set of materials
or playing the same game, for at
least 15 minutes without being
forced by an adult to do so
against his will. There may be
considerable snatching and
grabbing of materials."

(Yes (Battelle]
Q (CEEB!) )

ect Checklist; Pres hoof Attainment Record

1



General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Games (simple)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

F-2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURC,

"Plays simple games in group."
(Assessment-Programming Guide) (P)

"Plays simple group games, i.e.,

tRing-Ground-the-Rosey,' with adult
help."

(Cooperative play)"
(Early-LAP) (P)

"Plays simple games with other chil-
dren."

(Preschool Developmental Profile) (P)

"Plays simple games with other chit-
dren."

(Preschool Developmental Profile,
revised edition) (P)

"S 16. Does the child follow the rules
in group games run by an adult? Such
rules might mean being able to sit in a
circle and follow directions or imitate
a leader, or doing tine same thing as
the rest of the group."
(Developmental Profile) (P)

1

Gesell 87

Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior.

(0;T)

None, other than
description.
By observation

(NS;N1)

Observe or ask
parent
(011;T,SP)

"Observe the child
with other other
children or question
the the parent as to
his/her play with
other children."
(O ;T,SP)

Can be administered
by any professional,
semi-professional, or

self, provided per-
son is familiar with
child. If answer not
known, person should
ask someone who does
know; test child, or
guess based on known
information,

01S;T,P,SP)

24-28 months

36 months (Item #35)

3-3 1/2 years

3-3 1/2 years

2i to 3 ars
(Toddler III: 31-36

months)

0, +. 1

(No, D)

Present, absent, and comments

(No, D)

P, P/F, F

"Pass if the child voluntarily
joins in games with other child-
ren, which are supervised by an
adult." (No, D)
P, P/F, F, 0
"Pass If the child voluntarily
joins In games with other chil-
dren, which are supervised by an
adult, for example, 'Ring-around-
the-Rosie' and 'Simon Says.'"

(No, D)

Yes/No
(No, D)

88
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General Category: Social Participation

ipecific Cat3gory: Games (simple)
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

F-3

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"S 19. Does the child play with other
children in group games such as tag,
hide-and-seek, hopscotch, jump-rope,
marbles, or othol popular games with-
out needing constant watching by an
adult?"
(Developmental Profile) (P)

"S-10.3 The student will be able to
play simple group games, i.e., ring-
around-the-rosy (cooperative partner
games such as holding hands with part-
ner and spinning)."
(1BAS). (CR)

"Plays group cooperatie games with
loose rules."
(BCP) (CR)

"Plays competitive active games such as
hide and seek."
(BCP) (CR)

" Plays interactive games, e.g. tag"
(Deve,opmental Guidelines) (P)

`Plays interactive games (tag, house-
keeping, etc.) (replaces Parallel
lay)"

Developmental Guidelines) (P)

1
Denver Developmental Screening Test

Gesell Developmental Scale 83

Administered by any 3-31 years
professionai, semi- (Preschooler 1: 37-42
professional, or months
self, provided per-
son is familiar with
child.
(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides
schedule observation.
(0;T,SP)

Teacher, special ist,
and/or aides schedule
observation.

(O;T,SP)

(Ns;111)

(NS; NI)

No age

No age

No age

24-29 months

36-48 morths

+es/No
(No, D)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, explana-
tion

(No, Q)

Not displayed, in, H, E

(Yes, 1)

Not displayed, 1/204 H, E

(Yes, 1)

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, NI)



Seneral Category: Social Participation

Specific Category: Games (simple)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Does the student play simple games
(rolling a ball bick and forth, 'hide-
and seek,' 'tag,' 'follow the leader,'

or any other simple games) with other
students cooperatively (without
quarreling or wit drawing) ?"

(RADEA) (CR)

"Does the student share, take turns,
and play simple games (Join in group
activities, play 'horseshoes' or any
other games which require taking turns
etc.) with other students?"
(RADEA) (CR)

9'.

Someone other than
teacher observes in
classroom or uti-
lizes teacher or
parent as inform-
ant.

(0;SP)

Someone other they
teacher observes in
classroom or uti-
lizes teacher or
parent as inform-

ant.
(0;SP)

Level 2 of Functional
Living A Section

Level 3 of Functional
Living A Section

Yes/No
"If not, review tasks 11 -11 and

reassess."
(No, D)

Yes/No
"If not, review tasks 1- and
reassess."
(No, D)
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Games (with rules)

ITEM

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

"Plays simple table games."
"Plays table games with others requirin
taking turns, observing, rules, appre-
ciating goals, and does so without
undue dissension ..."
{Vineland) (S)

"The child is able to take turns with
several children in mental competition,
such as in Old Maid, fish, crazy eights
checkers, etc., with adult supervision
to maintain games."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

'Takes turns and keeps rules in such
games as hopscotch, Old Maid, checkers.
(LDS) (P)

S-11.2 The student will be able to
p:ay table games with another person,
i.e., cards, checkers, bingo, board
ames."
'BAS) (CR)

"Plays (f) rule games."
(PAR) (P)

1.11.111...

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

The child is able to play games by
rules established by the teacher or
ether children in.the class."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

'Plays simple table games."
(LAP) (P)

'Gesell, A. et al. The First Five Years

93

Parent report
(NS;P)

Parent +/or
teacher
Q-Sort
(NS;T,P)

Observe
(QR;T,SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;T,P,SP)

Parent and/or

teacher
Q-Sort
(NS;T,P)

("ISM

of Life.

V-VI years

48-72 months

5-6 years

No age

7 years

72 months

60-74 months

G-i

+F, +N.O.,

(No, Q)

-N.O.

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, L)

X if observed
(No, D)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, and ex-
planation

Q)
+, N.O.
Plays simple group table games (2
or more people which require using
cards or special materials, taking
turns, observing rules, keeping
score, exercising skills...Perfor-
Irance is sufficient for grOUP acce
Once or person as a partscipant.
(No, D)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, L)

Entry behavior, date achieved

(No,

94
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neral Category: Social Participation
pecific Category: Games (with rules)

ITEM

Observes rules and takes turns in
mes."

Preschool Developmental Profile,
vised edition) (P)

'S 30. Does the child play easy
able games such as checkers, Old Maid,
andyland, or Lotto, with a friend of
bout the same age The child should
e able to follow the rules, take turns
nd have a 'winner.'"
(Developmental Profile) (P)

1-11.3 The student will be able to
articipate in a sport in which one
Individual plays against another like:
therball, horseshoes, bowling, etc.,
en organized by an adult and/or

Independently.
(IBAS) (CR)

"S-11.4 The student will be able to
cooperate and participate as a member
f a team, i.e., line game, baseball,

volleyball, football when organized by
an adult and/or independently."
(IBAS) (CR)

"Plays simple boa0d or card games (for
example, Old Maid, Slap Jack, Checkers
Candyland, Lotto, etc.)

(ABSI) (CR)

9t

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

"Observe the child In 5 1/2-6 years
a group of other
children or set up a
simple table game in
keeping with his/her
interests."
(OR;T,SP)

Administered by any
professional, semi-
professional, or
self, prov;ded per-
son is familiar with
child.

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;T,P)

6 years
(Primary Elementary 1:
67-78 months)

No age

No age,

No age

6-2

SCORING

"Pass if the child can follow
the rules of the vale, take turns
and stay with the game until it
is finished."
(No, D)

Yes/No
(No, D)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, explana-
tion
(No, Q)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, explana-

tion
(No, Q)

Occurs with adult, with children
(No, D)
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General Category: Social Participation G-3

Specific Category: Games (with rules) SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Knows the rules and actively partici-
pates in nursery rhyme or simple group
games (for example, Ring-Around-The -
Rosey, London Bridge, Tag, etc.)."
(ABS!) (CR)

"Plays simple competitive table games
such as 'fish', 'Old Maid', dominoes."
(BCP) (CR)

"Plays difficult games requiring skills
scoring, ar.1 knowledge of rules."

(BCP) (CR)

"S -11.1 The student will be able to play

games without complex rules with another
person, i.e., racing, bean bag toss,
tag, keep-away."
(IBAS) (CR)

"4.55 Conforms to game rules"
(SDC) (p)

97

(NS;T,P)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(0;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aide schedule
observations.

(0;T,SP)

(NS;T)

"do: observe the
child for two 10
minute period:. while
he plays a simple
game involving rules
with one or more
other children (the
child must be previ-
ously familiar with
the rules)."

(OR;T,SP)

No age

No age

No age

No age

4-5 years

Occurs with adult, with children

(No, D)

Not displayed, 1/2, H, E
(Yes, 0

Not displayed, 1/20/, H, E
(Yes, L)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, and explan

at ion

(No, (I)

'The child will play the game
according to the rules with other
children during the observation
period In a game that th6 child
was previously familiar with."
Scoring: +, +, -

criteria: 75 or more of two
10 minute observation periods."
(Yes, D)
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General Category: Social Participation H-1

Specific Category: Games (organized) SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR(

"S-38 The child plays organized games.'
1UPAS) (P)

"Plays active group games with little
supervision."
(Assessment-Programming Guide) (P)

"Plays competitive exercise games."
"Engages in competitive active play in
small groups of three or four of like
age ..."
(Vineland) (5)

"The child is able to take part in
stunts and games requiring large
muscle coordination and movement."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Plays competitive exercise games."
(Comprehensive Developmental Scale -
MEMPHIS) (P)

"Plays competitive exercise games."

(LAP) (P)

"PS 14. The child participates in

93

(OR;T)

"Tester notes
whether the child in
a group of children
during a structured
playtime actively
participates in
organized games
(e.g., musical
chairs, Farmer in the
Deli)."

Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior. (0;T)

Parent report
(14;P)

Parent and/or
teacher
Q-Sort

(NS;T,P)

(NI;NI)

(NS;T)

"Observe the child

4-5 years

36 -48 months ( #3 out

of 9 items at this
age level)

IV-V

U 5.13

60-72 months

5.0 years (60 months)

48-60 months

No age equivalent

YES

'We child actively and willingly
participates in organized games."

NO

The child'does not actively
participate in organized games."
(No, D)

+, +F, +N.O., I, -, -N.O.
(No, Q)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't,'

(No, Li

P/F
(No, D)

+/-

(No, D)

"Credit is given if the child
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General Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: Games (organized)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

H- 2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

competitive play activities." ,

A-44
(Battelle Student Assessment Form;
included on CEEDI) (P)

"Plays complicated floor games."
(LAP) (P)

"Plays very complicated floor games."
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"IX GROUP GAMES
0. Negative or
1. Joins group

participat

2. Participates
3. Participates

voluntaril

4. Participates
5. Participates

manner.
6. Encourages other children to

participate."

(T.E.M.R.) (CR)

non-performance.
but does not actively

e.

whenever directed.
occasionally

y.

usually voluntarily.
in an enthusiastic

when participating in
actions involving
skill, endurance,
winning, achieving,
etc., such as tag,
running, gymnastics.
Note the child's
behavior."
(0;SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;NI)

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served consult other
school personnel or
set up a structured
situation.
(0;T)

given. On CEEDI:
6-7 years (PS #72)

60-74 months

48-60 months

Social behavior area;
status inherent in
levels of items from
non-performance to
highly Jesirable per-
formance

(Preschool Attainment Record.

_Denver Develo mental Screening Test; Gesell Developmental Sch &dule

101

typically cooperates in competi-
tive play activities with other
children in group games, such
as those listed above."

(Yes, Battelle)
(No, Q; CEEDI)

+1 -

(No, D)

No information
(No; NI)

Choose one level per item. If
performance falls between two
levels, use lower level. Major
area scores are added, and a
habilitation index is derived
from conversion table.
(No, B)
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General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Sharing
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUU

"Exchanges toys with other children
with adult help."
(LAP - Infant) (19

"Shares with spoken clues."
(Portage) (P)

"With adult help begins to exchange
toys with other children."
;Functional Profile) (P)

"Assessment Behavior: Begins to
share toys."
Definition: The infant will begin
to share toys with others."
(EMI) (P)

.

103 .

(NS;T)

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T,SP)

Assessment: None
Curriculum: "Concepts
of sharing may be
initially promoted
through toy exchanges,
Beginning with toys
which are not perso
nal possessions, the
teacher provides two
infants with one
novel toy for each.
after exploration
and familiarization
by the infants, she
encourages an exchang
of toys, then repeats
so that toys return
to their original
possessors. Later,

personal possessions
may be exchanged for
brief periods.
"The teacher or adult

27 months

1-2 years
(18 out of total 15
cards)

24-29 Months
(Item 12 out of 5)

24 months

I

1

.

+/-
(No, D)

Entry behaVior, date achieved
(No, D)

No, ?, Yes
(No, D)

Assessment: P/F
Curriculum: "In play, the infant
will share toys 1n out of

trials, or roT the time."
Yes, D)

.
104
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.

.
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.



General titegory: Cooperation

Specific Category: Sharing

ITEM

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION 1 STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

1-2

"Shares upon request."
(Assessment Programming Guide) (Pi

"Is willing to wait his turn. Begin-

ning to share toys, less hoarding."
(LDS) (P)

"4.24 Shares toy with peer on sugges-
tion from adult."
(SOC) (p)

"Understands need for rules and fair
play. Shales toys, etc., most of the
time."
(LDS) .(P)

105

may encourage
(sharing) of snacks;
the infant may ghe
his mother one of his
grapes, for instance,

in exchange for one
of nor crackers."

(OR;T)

Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior.
(0;T)

Observe
(OR;T,SP)

mateHal:
Children's toys
do: While child is
In free play with
other children, ask
him to give the toy
(or a piece of the
toy) he is playing

with to another
specified child.
Repeat if necessary.

Say: 'Give your toy
to (nape). please.'"

(OR;T,SP)

Observe

(OR;T,SP)

38-48 months (#1 out of
9 items at thin age
level)

2-3 years

2-3 years

4-5 years

0, +, 1

(No, 0)

X for occurs
(No, 0)

"The child will give his toy or a
piece of it to the specified peer
within 1 minute of request.
criteria: 1/1 or 2/3"
Scoring: +,+,-

(Yes, 0)

X if observed
(No, 0)
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'General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Sharing

ITEM

1-3

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Plays successfully with other children
by understanding the concept of sharing
and taking turns."
(Preschool Developmental Profile) (P)

Observe or ask 4 1/2-5 years
parent

"Plays successfully with other children Observe or ask parent 4 1/2-5 years
by understanding the concept of sharing (OR;T,SP)

and taking turns."
(Preschool Developmental Profile,
revised edition) (P)

"Understands sharing"

(LAP) (P)

"Shares play activities"
(Portage) (P)

Shares property"
(Portage) (P)

(NS;T)

(NS;T,P,SP)

36-48 months

2-3 years
(17 out of total
19 cards)

(NS;T,P,SP') 2-3 years

(i14 out of 19 cards)

"Takes turns and shares" See Turntaking
(Portage) (P) (NS;T,P,SP)

"Shares property with others." 3-4 years

(CEEDI, PS 36) (P) (00P)

I

Dies_,UrlCINIoodEducatiofevelo.ntalGuidelhifor1Iandira..d; learnin Ac 1

Assessing Social AbilitiesofOne-to-Six-Old Childrem White, B. L. S Watts,
.....L_____LAMalorlinfliimuumcsjalINmjamps21A2, Young Child, Vol. 1 Prentice- Hall, 1973.

P, P/F, F

"Pass if the child enters into
some type of organized group
activity, takes turns, and
shares toys."
(No, D)

"Pass If the child enters Into
some type of organized group
activity, takes turns, and shares
toys."
P, P/F,F, 0
(No, D)

+/-

(Nr, 0)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, D)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, 0)

(No, 0)

P, NP, 0, H
(No, Q)

ment Profile; "Manual for
. C., kperience and Environment

. 101 108



General Category: Cooperation 1-4 .

Specif lc Category,: Sharing SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

Area: "Socialization"
/item: "Shares occasionally"
(SEED) (P)

Area: "Socialization"
Item: "Occasionally trades toy with
another child"
(SEED) (P)

"Understands sharing"
(LDS) (p)

"Shares willingly"
(Individual Assessment) (P)

PS1O
"The child takes turns and shares."
A-42
(Battelle Student Assessment Follow-up;
item included on CEEDI) (P)

"Child can take turns and share with
supervision."
(UPAS) (P)

103

None; parent report

or assessment by pro-
fessional. or para-

professional with
parent present
(O;SP)

Same as above

(O;SP)

Observe

(OR;T,SP)

Teacher observes

(0;T)

"Observe the child
in hic interactions
with his peers. Note
whener he takes
turns in a game
situation, and shares
toys, materials, and
possessions with
other children."
(OR, Battelle)
(O;SP; CEEDI)

(OR;T)
"1. Tester observes
child in group acti-
vity under direction
of teacher.

I

36 months (concurrent
with "occasionally
trades" and "under-
stands turn taking"

36 months (concurrent

with turn taking and
occasionally shares)

3-4 years

4840 months

No age equivalent given.
For CEED1: 4-5 years
(153)

3-4 veers

+, -, PR, B, NA, R, NT

(No, Q)

+, -, PR, B, NA, R, NT
(No, Q)

X if observed

(No, D)

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L)

"Credit is given if the child
typically takes turns in a game
situation or an activity, and
shares with his peers without
being told to do so."

(No, Battelle)

(No, Q; CEEDI)

YES
TINIld takes turns and shares at
least once during each observa-
tion period. This may occur on

cue from teacher."
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General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Sharing SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

I-5

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Shares play activities"
(Marshalltown) (P)

"28. SHARING
1. Does not share toys with other

children.

2. Sometimes shares toys with other
children.

3. Usually shares toys with other
children.

4. Nearly always shares toys with
other children."

(Cain-Levine) (5)

"S. SHARING
He does not share equipment or
toys.

2. He shares but only after adult
intervention

3. He occasionally share willingly
with other children.

4. He frequently shares willingly
with other children.

(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale) (S)

"S-15 To assist the student in

2. Tester notes
whether child takes
turns or shares;

teacher may give the
child a cue to take
turns or share."

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;P)
Parent Interview

Teacher rating

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

30-36 months

Social skills subscale,
status inherent in
ordering of responses
in all items.

Inherent In levels

No age

NO
1511d fails to take turns or
share at least once during obser-
vation periods."

(Yes, 0)

Indicate if present

(No, D)

Level of item reported, subscale
raw scores totaled, converted to
age normed percentiles.

(No, B)

Choose one level per item

(No, B)

Check appropriate category for

112
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Genera! Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Sharing

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

1-6..

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING
..1
SOUR

the caring for and sharing of property.

"S-15.2 The student will be able to
offer a toy to a peer with encourage-
ment and/or independently."
'(I BAS) (CR)

"Shares when told to do so but
complains."
(BCP) (CR)

"Exchanges items for play"
(BCP) (CR)

"Shares toys with other Children"
(BCP) (CR)

"15.(C) Begins to acknowledge the pre-
sence of other children by exhibiting
jealousy and by beginning to share"

(Calker-azasa) (P)

"Has no idea of sharing (has difficulty

Gesell)"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

Teacher, specialist
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(0:T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(0;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(0;T,SP
Observe

)

for at least
two weeks. Recommend
consensus by multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cialists)

(O;T,P,SP)

(NS,NI)

1Sheridan Developmental Scale, Gesell Developmental Scale

113

No age

No age

No age

42 months

24-29 months

performance, decision, and
explanation
(No, Q)

Not displayed, 1/20f, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/201, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/2,st, H, E

(Yes, L)

Pass if occurs spontaneously
and is generalized.

(Yes, D)

No information
(No, NI)

114
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General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Sharing SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION

-4.111.,

1-7

STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURC

"Has little notion of sharing"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"Understands sharing play things,
sweets, etc."
(Developmental Guidelines (P)

"VII. SHARING
0. Negative or non-performance.
1. Shares only when demanded.
2. Shares whenever directed.
3. Shares whenever encouraged.
4. Shares voluntarily when in-

cluded in the activity.
5. Initiates or agrees to co-

operative use.
6. Shares even when not In-

cluded in activity."
(Y.E.M.R.) (CR)

"II. Sharing
O. Negative of non-performance.
1. Shares only when forced.
2. Shares whenever directed.
3. Shares whenever encouraged.
4. Shares voluntarily when in-

cluded in the activity.
5. Initiates or agrees to co-

operative use.
6. Shares even when not included

in activity."
(Preschool and Kindergarten F'erfor-
mance Profile) (CR)

1
Sheridan Developmental Scale

113

(NS;NI)

(NS;Nl)

Observe during daily
tasks, if not ob-
served consult other
schoo' personnel or
set up structured
situation.
(0;T)

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served consult other
school personnel or
set up structured
situation.

(0;T)

30-35 months

36-48 months

Social behavior area;
status inherent in
levels of items from
non-performance to
highly desirable per-
formance.

Major area-social,
topic-interpersonal
relations; status In-
herentin levels of
items.

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, Ni)

Choose one level per item. If

performance falls between two
levels, use lower level. Major
area scores are added, and a
habilitation index is derived
from conversion table.
(No, B)

Choose one level per item. If
performance falls between two
levels, use lower level. Per-
formance level 0 sum of topic
area scores; performance index
total sum divided by 10.
(No, B)
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.General Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Sharing SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUE OF ITEM SCORING

unt. THE CHILD SHARES WITH OTHERS

Will the child play with another
child using or sharing the same
materials?

When asked, will the child share
his toys/candies with other fam-
ily members, other children, or
other adults?

Will the child share wIthout
being reminded?"

(CAMS) (C R)

"Is willing or able to share toys,
blocks, etc., without becoming angry
or upset."
(Carolina Developmental Profile) (P)

117

Placement test is ad-
ministered in a quiet
room with mother
present.' Mother is

utilized as inform-
ant for items not
testable in situa-
tion.

(NS;T,P,SP)

Teacher administers
test items in a large
room over several
sessions.
(13;T)

Items are developmental-
ly sequenced; item is
128 out of 4o.

4-5 years

Yes, no; all questions must be
passed for child to receive
credit for the objective.
(No, D)

Can do, cannot do
(No, 0).
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General Category: Cooperation J-1

Specific Category: Turn Taking SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING
1

"Understands taking turns
is able to await turn in games,
refreshments, etc."
(Koontz Child Developmental Program)(P

Observe for 1 week
(0;T,F,SP)

"Understands taking turns." (NS;T)

(LAP) (P)

"Will take turns." (NS;T,P,SP)
(Portage) (P)

'Takes turns and shares." (NS;T,P,SP)
(Portage) (P)

"The child is willing to take his turn. Parent and/or teacher
(Project Vision-Up) (P) Q-Sort

Key item
(t1S;T,P)

"Without adult prompting the child Parent and/or teacher
volunteers turns to other children Q-Sort
who are waiting." (NS;T,P)
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"The child takes turns in familiar Parent and/or teacher
situations when traded for something Q-Sort
else; for example, he will trade (115;T,P)

Gesell, A. The First Five Years of Li

36 months

36-48 months

2-3 years

(#6 out of total 19
cards)

4-9 years
(card 19 out of total
12 cards)

36 months

60 months

60-72 months

P/F

(No, D)

+/-

(No, D)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, D)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, D)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, D)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, L)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, L)
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Siieral Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Turn Taking

ITEM

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION

playing with a tricycle for playing
with a wagon."
(Project Vision Up) (P)

"Waits turn"
(Classroom Screening) (P)

"Understands waiting for or taking a
turn."
(Functional Profile) (P)

'Takes turns"
(Assessment Programming Guide) (p)

'Takes turns"
(Marshalltown) (p)

rea: "Play"
Item: "Understanding taking turns"
(SEED) (P)

lakes turns"
(Individial Assessment) (p)

'S 17. is the child able to take
urns? Although he may need some halp,

understands the idea of waiting for
omeone else to go first; he is able to
how others to go first before he
akes his turn 75% of the time."

(Developmental Profile) (P)
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Observe after first
week of school
(0;T)

(NS;T,SP)

Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior.

(0;T)

(NS;T,P,SP).

None. Parent report
with parent present
during assessment

(O;SP)

Teacher observes

(0;T)

By professional,
semi-professional,
parent interview, or
self-administration
(NS;T,P,SP)

J-2

SONRI

No age

3-4 years
#2 out of 7 items
at this age level

t8-36 months

+, -, uninvolved, unsafe/destruc-
tive, disruptive

(No, Q)

Y, ?, N

(No, 0)

0, +, 1

(No, 0)

30-36 months i Indicate if passed

(No, 0)

:6 months (concurrent -t PR, 8, NA, R, NT
with occasionally shares (No, Q)
and trades)

48-60 months

2 1/2 to 3 years
(Toddler III: 31-36

months)

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, 1)

Yes, no

(Yes, 0)
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general Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Turn Taking SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION I STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

"Understands need for rules and fair Observe
play. Shares toys, etc., most of the (OR;T,SP)
time."
(LDS, see Sharing) (P)

"Shares property with others."
(CEEDI, PS 36, see Sharing) (P) (O;SP)

"Plays successfully with other children Observe or ask
by understanding the concept of sharing parent
and taking turns." (O;T,SP)
(Preschool Developmental Profile, see

Sharing) (P)

"Plays successfully with other Children Observe or ask parent f4 1/2 - 5 years
by understanding the concept of sharing (OR ;T,SP)

and taking turns."
(Preschool Developmental Profile,
revised edition, see Sharing) (P)

2-3 years

4 years

4 1/2 - 5 years

"4.29 Waits turn"
(SDC) (P)

"Is willing to wait his turn."
(Gesell) (P)

123

"do: observe the
child during group
situations when
taking turns is like-
ly."

(OR;T,SP)

(NS;NI)

2-3 years

36 months

X if observed

(No, D)

P, NP, 0, N
(No, Q)

P, P/F, F

(No, D)

"Pass if the child enters into
some type of organized group
activity, takes turns, and shares
toys."
(No, D)

"The child is observed to wait
his turn among 2-3 children for
use of materiel, adult attention,
or use of a physical space (i.e.,
the bathroom).
criteria: 3/4 possible occurren-
ces or 75% of the time."
Scoring: +, +, »

(Yes, D)

As part of best fit to age
description

(No, D)
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General Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Turn Taking

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

'"Takes turns"
(8CP)

"4.66 Waits turn in a game"
(SOC) (p)

"21. TAKING TURNS
1. He frequently interrupts or

pushes others to get ahead of
them in an activity taking
turns.

2. He attempts to take turn
ahead of time but does not
push or quarrel in order to
do so.

3. He waits for turn, but teases
or pushes those ahead of him.

4. He waits for turn or waits
to be called on."

(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale) (S)

"S-15.3 The student will be able to
j voluntarily take a turn and/or plan
for cooperative use of materials."

I (IOW (CR)
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Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(0;T,SP)

"do: observe the
child while he is
playing one game with
one or more other
children which en-
tails taking turns."

(OR;T,SP)

Teacher rating
(NS;T)

(NS;T)

No age

- 6 years

Inherent in levels with-
in items

No age

Not displayed, 1/2, J, H, 0

"The child is observed to wait
for his appropriate turn and does
not need to be told to wait.
criteria: 94 of possible times
to wait, during one game."
(Yes, D)

Choose one level per item.
(No, B)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, and ex-
planation

(No, Q)
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General Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Turn Taking

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

J-5

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"39. THE CHILD DEMONSTRATES ABILITY
TO TAKE TURNS

Will the child wait his turn when
playing with a group of child-
ren?"

(CAMS) (CB)

"Takes turns."
Description: "Waits for turn in group
activity without becoming angry or
upset."
(Carolina Developmental Profile) (P)

12 7

Placement test is ad- Items are developmental
ministered in a ly sequenced; item is

139 out of 40quiet room with
mother present.
Mother is utilized
as informant for
items not testable
in this situation.
(NS;T,P,SP)

Teacher administers
test items in large
room over several
sessions
(0;T)

4-5 years

Yes, no
(No, D)

Can do, cannot do
(NS, D)
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General Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Borrow and Return

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

K-1

ITEM

"Asks permission to use other's

possession."
(CEED1, PS41) (P)

"Initiates a recognizable word to
obtain an object or activity from
another child."
(Individual Assessment) (P)

Area: "Socialization"
item: "Respects property of others,
i.e., knows which toys are his,
which are anothers."
(SEED) (P)

"S 21. Does the child show he knows
that some things belong to other people
by asking permission to use them rather
than just taking them? Does he also
knc. that the owner has first choice or
may not let the child have it at all?"
(Developmental Profile) (P)

"4.49 Asks for toy rather than taking
it"

(SOO (P)

Developmental Profile (Alpern and Boil'

123

I SITUATION

(NS; S °)

Teacher observes
child
(0;T)

None; n-- :nt report

with , _nt present
during assessment

(0;SP)

STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURC

By professional,
semi-professional,
parent interview, or
self-administration
(NS;T,P,SP)

Same as 4.30
(OR;T,SP)

3-4 years

24-36 months

48 months

3 to 3 1/2 years

(Preschooler 1: 37-42
months)

4-5 years

P, NP, 0, II

(No, Q)

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L)

+, -, PR, B, NA, R, NT

(No, Q)

Yes or no
(No, D)

"The child is observed to ask for
toys from the other children
rather than taking them or crying
to get them.
criteria: More than 75B of the
possible occasions observed."
Scoring: +,+,-

(Yes, D)
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"=General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Boriod and Return

SOCIAL ITEMS WITII PEERS

K-2

ITEM SITUATION i STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SUM

"Respects property"
(LAP) (P)

"Respects property rights"
(Assessment Programming Guide) (P)

"Respects property and rights of
others"
(CEE01) (P)

"Respects property of others"
(Individual Assessment) (P)

"29. BORROWING .

1. Frequently takes objects wen
in use by others.

2. Take others' objuts when not in
use.

3. Sometimes asks Itrmission to use
others' objects.

4. Usually asks permission to use
others' objects.

. 5. Nearly always asks permission to
use others' objects."

(Cain-Levine) (S)

"30. RETURNING PROPERTY
When he has borrowed something he:
1. Rarely, if ever, returns

property to owner.
2. Sometimes returns property to

owner.

131

(NS;T)

Teacher observes
(0;T)

(O;SP)

Teacher observes
during group or free
play

(0;T)

(NS;P)

Parent Interview

(NS;P)

Parent Interview

60-66 months

48-60 months

5-6 years

60-66 months

Social skills subscale,
inherent in levels with-
in items

.

Social skills subscale,

inherent in levels with-
in Items

+/-
(No, 0)

Ill

+,
o0;

P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q)

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L) .

Choose one level per item; sub-
scale raw scores totaled and con-
verted to age nonmed percentiles
(No, B)

Choose one level per Item; sub -

scale raw scores totaled and con-
verted to age nonmed percentiles

(No, B)
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General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Borrow and Return
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

. K-3 .

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING SOUR

3. Usually returns property to
owner.

4. Nearly always returns property
to owner."

(Cain-Levine)(S)

"3. BORROWING
1. He takes objects when in use by

others without asr7i permission.
2. He sometimes asks permission to

use other's objects.
3. He frequently asks permission to

use other's objects.
4. He nearly always asks permission

to use other's objects."
(California Presalool Social Competency
Scale) (S)

"4. RETURNING PROPERTY
When he has borrowed something-
1. He seldom attempts to return the

property to its owner.
2. He occasionally attempts to re-

turn the property to its owner.
3. He frequently attempts to return

the property to its owner.
4. He nearly always returns the

property to its owner.
(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale) (S)

"Bargains with other children (e.g., if

you let me have the swing, you can have

133

Teacher rating

(NS;T)

Teacher rating
(NS;T)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule

Inherent in levels with-
in items

Inherent in levels with-
in items

Choose one level per item.

(No, B)

Choose one level per item.

(No, B)

No age Not displayed, 1/20, H, E
(Yes, L)
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eneral Category: Cooperation
Specific Category; Borrow and Return SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

R-4

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING SOUR(

the bike.)."
(BCP) (CR)

"VI. RESPECTING PROPERTY RIGHTS
O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Claims ownership mistakenly of

objects similar to his own.
2. Recognizes fact of others'

Possessions.
3. Differentiates own possessions

from those of others.
4. Respects others' property with

reminders.
5. Respects own and others'

property.

6. Encourages others toward
proper respect of property."

(Y.E.M.R.) (CR)

"V. RESPECTING PROPERTY RIGHTS
O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Claims ownership of objects not

his own.
2. Respects others' property only

when directed.
3. Recognizes fact of others'

possessions.
4. Respects own and others' pro-

perty.
5. Encourages others to hove proper

respect Qf property.
6. Respects both individual and

community property."
(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)
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observations.

(0;1',SP)

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served consult other
school personnel or
set up structured
situation.

(0;T)

.

Observe during daily
tasks; if behavior
not observed, consult
other personnel or
set up structured.
situation.

(0;T)

Social behavior area;
status inherent in
levels of items from
non-performance to
highly desirable per-
formance

'

Major area social,
topic area a interper-
sonal relations; status
inherent in levels of
items.*

.

Choose one, level per item. If

performance falls between two
levels, use lower level. Major

area scores are added, and a
habilitation Index is derived
from conversion table.
(No, B)

Choose one level per item. Per-
formance level s sum of topic
area scores; performance index is
total sum divided by 10.

(No, B)

.
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Genera) Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Borrow and Return SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"32. THE CHILD RESPECTS THE RIGHTS OF
OTHERS AND SELF

Does the child know he should
not take things that don't
belong to him?"

(CAMS) (CR)

"Respects others' property rights."
Description: Respects others' pro-
perty rights by not taking others'
belongings and returning borrowed
objects."
(Carolina Developmental Profile) (P)
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Placement test is
administered in
quiet setting with
mother present.
Mother is utilized
as informant for
items not testable
in this situation.
(NS;T,P,SP)

Teacher administers
test items in large
room over several
sessions
(0;T)

Items are develop-

mentally sequenced;
item is #32 out of 40.

5-6 years

Yes,no
(No, D)

Can do, cannot do
(No, D)
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General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Cooperativeness L-1

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Accepts others' ideas and directions
for play."

(Individual Assessment) (P)

"Works well with other children"
(Individual Assessment) (P)

"Gets along well in small groups"
(LAP) (P)

"The child generally gets along within
a small group for a reasonable amount
of time without fighting."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Cooperates in group activities."
(CEEDI, PS73) (I')

"S-7 To assist the student in
developing impulse control."
"S-7.4 The student will be able to
occasionally put another person's
wishes above his/her own, for example,
will play a game chosen by another
although the student chose a different
activity."
(IBAS) (CR)

1

Gesell, et al., The First Five Years of

2Kohn and Silverman; PAR
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Teacher observes
(0;T)

Teacher observes
(0;T)

(NS;T)

Parent +/or teacher
Q-Sort

(NS;T,P)

(D;SP)

(NS;T)

Life

48-60 months

36-48 months

60-74 months

60-72 months

6-7 years

No age

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L)

Often, sometimes, rarely
(No, L)

+/-
(No, D)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, L)

P, NP, 0, K

(No, Q)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, and
explanation

(No, Q)
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General Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Cooperativeness L-2

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION

"Copes with criticism and teasing."
(CEEDI, PS 56) (0

"Accepts blame when at fault."
(Individual Assessment) (P)

"The child cooperates with companions
when playing and does what they ask
within reason."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Plays with others with minimal fric-
tion.'
(Comprehensive Developmental Scale -
MEMPHIS) (P)

"Allows others to join in his play."
(individual Assessment) (P)

"Cooperates with others: Participates
in cooperative activities."
(Koontz Child Development Program) (P)

"Child can give ideas to other child-
ren as well as go along with their
ideas"
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

(O ;SP)

Teacher observes

(O;T)

Parent 4./or teacher
Q-Sort
Key item

(NS;T,P)

(NI; NI)

Teacher observes
during group activi-
ty or free play.

(O;T)

Observe for one week
(O;T,P,SP)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURC

5-6 years

60-72 months

72 months

4.0 years (48 months)

36 months

36 months

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs. ,

Apathy-Withdrawal

Santa Clara Unified School District inventory of Social Deve opment

2
Gesell, A. et al., The First Five Years of Life
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P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q)

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, 0

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, L)

P/F
(No, D)

Often, sometimes, rarely
(No, L)

P/F
(No, Co)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)

142
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general Category: Cooperation
Specific CatEgory: Cooperativeness

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

LDS (See Aggressiveness) (P)

"Cooperates In group play"
(Portage) (P)

"Plays cooperatively at preschool
level."

(Maxfield Buchholtz) (S)

'Interacts with others, keeping
fighting or quarreling to minimum."
(BCP) (CR)

'Cooperates''

AR) (P)

'Child gets willing cooperation from
st other children"

Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

143

(OR;T,SP)

(NS;T,F,SF)

Parent report
(NS;P)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides
schedule observa-
tions.

(0;T,sP)

(NS;T,P,SP)

Teacher rating
based on past week's
behavior
(NS;T)

48 months

* -5 years

3-4 years

No age

6.5 years

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest?
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

(No , D)

Entry behavior, date achieved
D)

+, +r, +NO, +, -
"Is beginning to cooperate in

various ways, such as the rocking
boat, or in willingness to wait
his turn. Plays circle games,
participates with groups in
rhythms." p. 35
(No, Q)

Not displayed, 1 /2,v", H, £

(Yes, L)

+, +, *, N.O.

"Conforms (as in Item 93) but as
active collaboration rather than
as mere concurrence. Proposes,
initiates, assists in harmonious
effort. Sacrifices in some de-
gree his own wishes for benefit

of group. May do so as leader

or follower."

(No, 0)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)
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General Category: Cooperation

'Specific Category: Cooperativeness
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Child is open to the ideas and
.suggestions of other children"
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (5)

"Cooperates with companions (more G)

(Developmental Guidelines ) (P)

"Gets along well in groups"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"24. THE CHILD COOPERATES WITH OTHER
CHILDREN

Is the child comfortable playing
with one other child (smiles,
does not withdraw)?

Is the child comfortable in a
group situation (smiles, does
not withdraw)?

Is the child capable of choosing
a play activity with another
child?

Is the child able to play (with-
out major disturbances) with
another child for thirty
minutes?"

(CAMS) (CA)

1
Sheridan Developmental Scale

2
Gesell Developmental Scale

145 .

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

(NS;NI)

(NS;NI)

Placement test ad-
ministered in quiet
room in presence of
mother. Mother is
utilized as inform-
ant for items not
testable in the

situation.
(NS;T,P,SP)

Negative loading on
Factor II, Cooperation-
Compliance vs. Anger-
Defiance

48-60 months

48-60 months

Items are developmental-
ly sequenced; item is
#24 out of 40

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)

No information
(No, Ni)

No information
(No, Mr

Yes, no; all questions must be
passed for child to receive
credit for the objective
(No, D)
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General Category: Aggression

Specific Category: Aggressiveness
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"The child sometimes is able to Parent +/or teacher
settle quarrels by talking rather Q-Sort

than by hitting or pushing." (16;T,P).
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Verbal scolding replaces physical
aggressiveness."
Description: "By three, many children
will have learned not to kick and
fight. A child might instead scold
another child who has taken his/her
toy."
(Early-LAP) (P)

"Little interest in what other children
do or say but may hug them or push
them out of the way as though they were
physical objects."
(Gesell) (P)

None, other than

description. By

observation.

(14011)

(NS;Ki)

"Little social give and take but much I (NS041)
physical snatch and gr accompanied
by defending rights, by kicking and
pulling hair which may end in hilarious

scuffle."
(Gesell) (P)

"The child may demonstrate very little Paent and/or teacher
interest in other children he is near, Q-Sort
although he may push them out of the (NS;T,P)

1

Gesell et al, The First Five Years of ife

2
Braze 147

36 months

36 months (Item #38)

24 months

24 months

24 months

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, L)

Present/absent and comments

(No, D)

As part of best t;, 0 age

description

(No, D)

As part of best fit to age
description
(No, D)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't

(No, D)
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General Category: Aggression M-2
Specific Category: Aggressiveness

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

ay or hug them as though they were
physical objects."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

'Becomes aggressive with playmates"
(LAP) 09

'Is alternately aggressive and coopers-
ive with other children. Prefers
youps of two or three. More strength
lin friendship for particular children."
(LDS) (P)

'4.56 Expresses anger verbally rather
than physically."
(SC0C) (P)

Suggests turns but is often bossy in
!electing others and is often silly in
is play and may do things wrong
urposefully."
Gesell) (P)

Bosses and criticizes"
doesn't say whom)
LAP) (P)

Bosses and criticizes"
Functional Profile) (p)
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(NS;T)

"Look for child's
reactions to group
play."

(OR;T,SP)

"(report)"

(OR;T,SP)

(US;N1)

(NS;T)

(NS;T,SP)

48-60 months

3-4 years

4-5 years

48 months

54 months

4-5 years

+1 -

(No, D)

X for present (graph)

(No, D)

'The child is observed to expreFs
his anger verbally (e.g., 'l'm
mad') instead of physically (e.g.,
hitting or kicking another child,
damaging materials) on 75% of the
possible occasions."

(Yes, D)

As part of best fit to age

description

(No, D)

+/-

(No, D)

Yes, ?, No

(No, D)
150
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Aggressiveness

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

M-3 .

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOM.(

"Although the child often becomes bossy
In directing others and often is silly
in his play and does things wrong
purposefully, he can change and demon-
strate positive behavior."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Although the child does make attempts
at positive social interaction, he
demonstrates very little social give
and take. Much physical snatch-and-
grasp may occur accompanied by defend-
ing his rights by kicking and pulling
which may end in a shuffle."
(Project Visiel-Up) (P)

"Snatches and grabs toys from other
children."
(Functional Profile) (P)

"29. BORROWING
1. Frequently takes objects when

In use by others.
2. Take others' objects when not In

use.

3. Sometimes asks permission to use

others' objects.
4. Usually asks permission to use

others' objects.

Parent 4/or teacher
Q-Sort
(NS;T,P)

Parent and/or teacher
Q-sort
(NS;T,P)

(NS;T,SP)

(NS;P)

Parent Interview

Gesell, A. et al. The First Five Years of Life.
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48 months

24 months

30-35 months

Item #2 out of 5
at this age level

Social skills subscale,
inherent in levels with-
in items

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, L)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, L)

Yes, ?, No
(No, D)

Choose one level per item; sub-
scale raw scores totaled and con-
verted to age normed percentiles
(No, B)
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Aggressiveness

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

M-1.

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

5. Nearly always asks permission to
use others' objects."

(Cain-Levine, see Borrowing) (5)

"3. BORROWING
1. He takes objects when in use by

others without asking permission.
2. He sometimes asks permission to

use other's objects.'
3. He frequently asks permission to

use other's objects.
.'He nearly always asks permission

to use other's objects.
(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale, see Borrowing) (5)

"Hits another, making excuses to
teacher when confronted with deed."
(BCP) (CR)

"Hits another, voluntarily making ex-
cuses to third party (e.g., goes to
teacher)."
(BCP) (CR)

"Hits another, afterwards verbalising
reasons to the one hit."
(BCP) (CR)

"Hits another and verbalizes while hit-
ting."

(BCP) (CR)
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Teacher rating

(NS;T)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(O ;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(O ;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.

(O ;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.

(0;T,SP)

Inherent in levels'with7 Choose one level per item.
in Items (No, B)

No ages

N3 ages

No ages

No ages

Not displayed, 1/2,1, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/2,1, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/2,1, H, E

(Yes, 0

Not displayed, 1/2,1, H, E
(Yes, L)
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General Category: Aggression

Specific Category: Aggressiveness

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

Verbalizes feelings to another, then
its him."

(BCP) (CR)

Verbalizes feelings to another without
hitting."
(BCP) (CR)

'Snatches and grabs toys"
Developmental Guidelines) (P)

Has interest in acquiring possessions
f others, but seldom plays with them"
Developmental Guidelines) (P)

Has more disputes with others than at
ny other age"
Developmental Guidelines) (P)

Gesell Developmental Scale
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Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedult
observations.

(0;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides
schedule observa-
tions.
(O;T,SP)

(NS;NI)

(NS;NI)

(mon)

No ages

No ages

30-35 months

30-35 months

30-35 months

Not displayed, 1/2,V, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/2,11/, H, E
(Yes, L)

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, NI)
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Defend Possessions

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

N-1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

"Begins to claim ownership of
personal things."
Description: "The child is beginning
to call him/her self by name and to
talk about things as 'mine.' They
recognize that some things belong to
them and they can distinguish between
'mine' and 'yours.' They are beginning
to think of themselves as individuals."
(No specific reference to peers)
(Early-LAP) (P)

"Stands up for own rights."
(Individual Assessment) (P)

"Sense of ownership seen in resistance
to sharing toys."
(LDS) (P)

Miele's and defends ownership of cer-
tain articles."
(LAP - Infant) (P)

"The child claims and defends a
possession from other children."
(UPAS)(P)

1

Braze
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None, other than
description.
Observation

(NS;NI)

Teacher observes
(0;T)

Observe

(OR;T,SP)

(t1S;T)

(OR;T)

Teacher notes
whether the child
physically or
verbally defends his/
her play materials
from other children.

24 months (Item #29)

48 months

18-24 months

27 weans

Level a. 1-3 years
Level b. 3-4 years

Present, absent, comments

(No, D)

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L)

X-observed

(No, D)

(No, D)

YES
"a. The child tries to keep the
object non-verbally (e.g., pulling
b. The child tries to keep the

object verbally (e.g., 'Mine:')"

NO

"a. The child remains passive when
object is removed, possibly cry-
ing.
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General Category: Aggression N-2

Specific Category: Defend Possessions SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Little social give and take but much
physical snatch and grab accompanied
by defending rights, by kicking and
pulling ha.r which may end in hilar-
ious scuffle."
(Gesell, see Aggressiveness) (P)

"Demonstrates possessiveness: Claims
desired objects as his own."
(Koontz Child Development Program) (P)

"Defends self when taken advantage
of."
(SEED) (P)

"Child can be independent of adult in
overcoming difficulties with other
children or activities"
(Kohn Soclal Competence Scale) (5)

!'Defend: own possessions with deter-
mination.
Has strong feeling of ownership-Gesell
Constantly refrains, 'It's mine.'"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

(NS;NI)

Observe for one week
(0;T,P,SP)

Observe
(0;SP)

Teacher rating based
on past two weeks
(NS;T)

(NS;NI)

'Sheridan Developmental Scale; Gesell Developmental Scale
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24 months

18 months

18 months

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

24-29 months

"h. The child does not defend a
possession verbally."
(No, 0

As part of best fit to age
description,

(No, 0)

P,F

(No, D)

+, -, PR, B, NA, R, NT
(No, 0)

1-7 (never - always)

(No, L)

No information
(No, NI)
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Friendship

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH min

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

0-1

.111M1

SOUR

"Looks for or recognizes a friend."
(Birth to Three) (P)

"Shows new shoes, clothing, or toys to
friends."
(LAP- Infant) (P)

"4.31 Names a friend"
(SDC) (P)

"Prefers to play in a group of two or
three children. Often chooses favorite
companion of own sex."
(Gesell) (P)

"Plays in groups of two to five.
Friendships are becoming stronger."
(Gesell) (P)

161

"Materials: None
Procedure: Child is
observed at birthday
party, family
gathering, or other
social event."

(OR;SP)

(NS;T)

"do: ask the child
to name a friend
SR: liflo is your

ibest) friend?'"
(OR;T,SP

(NS;NI)

(NS011)

18-24 months

27 months

2-3 years

48 months

60 months

"Pass: Child seeks out a friend
and avoids strangers, or child
stares at a strange r' Id before
Ignoring or approaching..

Emerging: Examiner questions
whether child recognizes a fripnd.
Fail: None of the above."

(No, D)

+/-

(No, D)

"The child will name at least one
non-family peer by first name, or
will point to a speetfic peer,
within 1 minute of request.
criteria: 1/1 minute
Scoring: +, +, -

(Yes, D)

As part of best fit to age
description

(No, D)

As part of best fit to age

description
(N0, D)
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Friendship

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

"Chooses own friends."
(LAP) (P)

"The child begins to choose a favorite
companion of his own sex."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

'The child plays in groups of two to
five, and his friendships become
stronger."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"The child attempts to seek out new
friends in groups of children previous-
ly unfamiliar to him."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"Plays in groups of two to five,
Friendships becoming stronger. Chooses
own friends. Cooperates with compan-
ions."
(LDS) (P)

"S 28. Does the child have a friend t
whom he will tell things he would not
tell to parents or other adults? This
does not mean merely acting silly with
friends but rather telling secrets to
another child that he does not want to

1

Gesell at al., The First Five Years o

(NS;T)

Parent and/or
teacher
Q-Sort

(NS;T,P)

Parent and/or
teacher

Q-Sort
(NS;T,P)

Parent and/or
teacher
Q-Sort
ANS;T,P)

"Look for child's
reactions to group
play."
(OR;T,SP)

Professional, semi-
professional, parent
interview, or self-
administration
(NS;T,P,SP)

Life.

60-74 months

48 months

60-72 months

72 months

4-5 years

SCORING

6 years
(Primary Elementary I:

67-78 months)

(No, D)

Does, sometimes elves, doesn't

(No, D)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, D)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, D)

X for occurs

(No, 0)

Yes, no

(No, D)
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Friendship

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

0-3

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

talk about with adults."
(Developmental Profile) (p)

"S 29. Can the child visit and play
at a friend's house without needing
watching by an adult (except for
once-in-a-while checking no more than
every hour)? The friend should be no
more than one year older than the
child."
(Developmental Profile) (p)

"S 39. The child has a preferred play-
mate."
(UPAS) (P)

"Chooses own friends"
(Functional Profile) (P)

"Has special friends"

(CEEDI, PS 52) (P)
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Professional, semi-
profes ',nal, parent
interview, or self-
administration
(NS;T,P,SP)

(OR;T)

"Tester notes whethe
the child states a
preference for and/
or predominantly
chooses one other
child with whom to
engage in activi-
ties."

(NS;T,SP)

.

(O;SP)

6 years .

(Primary Elementary 1:
67-78 months)

5-6 years

5-6 years
19 out of 6 items
at this aye level

4-5 years

,

Yes, no .

(Yes, D)

YES

.

.

"The child states a preference for
and/or predominantly chooses one
other child with whom to engage
in activities."

NO

Tribe child does not state a
preference and/or preJoOnantly
choose one other child with whom
to engage in activities."

(No, o)

Y, ?, N.

(No, 0)

P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q)
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Specific Category: Friendship
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Chooses own friends"
(CEEDI, PS 69) (P)

Functional Profile (see Associative) (P

"S-l4 To assist the student in
achieving satisfying and mutually
compatible friendships."

"S-14.1 The stydent will be able to
perform appropriate acts to gain the
attention of adults, peers, members
of the opposite sex within a peer
group, etc."
(IBAS) (CR)

1-14.2 The student wilt he able to
offer material; or services to
friend(s) when prompted and/or inde-
pendently."
(11345) (CR)

"5-14.3 The student will be able to
plan activities to benefit friend(s),
i.e., 'I'll save this for

has not had a turn yet. ni
(IBAS) (CR)

Developmental Guidelines
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(O;SP)

(NS;T,SP)

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

6-7 years

3-4 years

No age

No age

No age

P, NP, 0, H
(No, Q)

(No, 0)

Check appropriate category for

performance, decision, and
explanation.

(No, Q)

Check appropriate category for

performance, decision, and
explanation.
(No, Q)

Check appropriate category for

performance, decision, and
explanation.
(No, Q)
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General Category: rriendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Friendship

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

0-5

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING
----
SOURC

"S-14.4 The student will be able to
engage in leisure-time activities with
friend(s)."
(18AS) (CR)

"S-14.5 The student will be able to
verbalize intimate concerns with
friend(s)."

.

(IBAS)(CR)

"Chooses own friends"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

CAMS (See Associative Play) (CR)

lSheridan Developmental Scale

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

(4S;NI)

(NSO,P,SP)

No age

.

NG age

48-60 months

Items are developmental-

oy sequenced

.

,

Check approriate category for
performance, decision, and
explanation.
(No, Q)

.

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, and

explanation.
(NQ, Q)

.

No information
(No, NI)

Yes, no
(No, 0

170

1

.

.
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

P-1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Assessment Behavior:
Demonstrates affection.
Definition: The infant smiles at,
hugs, kisses, pats, or caresses an
adult or other child."
(ENO (p)

"Assessment Behavior: Expresses
compassion for other children
Definition: When another child
cries, the infant will cry, seek adult
assistance, or make comforting gestures
or sounds to the child."
(EMI) (P)

Area: "Socialization"
Item: "Sympathetic toward other
children, trying to help or comfort

them."
(SEED) (P)

171

Assessment: None
Curriculum: "The
parent and teacher
should consistently
demonstrate affec-
tion toward the
infant. Affectionate
behavior can also be
encouraged by an
adult's modeling
with other objects,
siblings, pets,
etc."
(OR;T)

12 months

Assessment: None 14 months
Curriculum:
"Elicitation of this
behavior is more a
matter of
management than of
specific instruc-
t'onal activities.
"The teacher or
adult may model
comforting behaviors
for a distressed
infant, or may inte-
grate compassionate
behaviors with games
involving caring for
dolls."
(OR;r)

None given for peer 24 months (concurrent
items other than with parallel play)
parent report.
Assessment by pro-

fessional or para-

Assessment: P/F
Curriculum: "The infant will
demonstrate affection to
in out of trials.
Behavior

(Yes, D)

Assessment:
Curriculum:
cries, the

compassion
trials.
(Yes, D)

P/F
"When another child

infant expresses
in out of10..r

+, -, PR, B, NA, R, NT
(No, Q)

aml
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Specific Category; Prosocial Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

P-2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Shows affection for younger siblings."
(LAP) (P)

"The child shows protectiveness toward
younger children and pets."
(Project Vision-Up) (P)

"I am getting big enough to take care
of younger children....sometimes I may

even try to pick up some little child
who weighs almost as much as I do,

much to your dismay."
(Early Developmental identification
Inventory) (P)

"Shows affection for babies, younger
siblings."
(Functional Profile) (p)

"Is protective of younger children."
(Assessment-Programming Guide) (p)

"Expresses liking for peer,"
(CUD!, PS45) (p)

"Comfort $ playmate in distress"
(LAP) (P)
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professional with
parent present.
(0;SP)

(HS;T)

Parent and/or
teacher
Q-Sort

(NS;T,P)

Parent report

(0;P)

(NS;T,SP)

Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior
(0;T)

(0;SP)

(NS;

36-48 months

60-72 months

4 years

3-4 years

#3 out of 7 items
at this age level

60-72 months

4-5 years

60-72 months

+/-
(No, 0)

Does, sometimes does, doesn't
(No, L)

Yes/No, actual age of attainment
(No, 0)

Y, ?, N

(No, D)

0, i

(No, D)

P, NP, 0, H
(No, Q)

(No, 0) 174
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Comforts playmates in distress"
(Functional Profile) (P)

P.S.5 "The child shows sympathy
toward others."
(Battelle Follow-up Assessment;
Item included on CEEDI) (P)

'PS 11. The child recognizes other's

(NS;T,SP)

Observe the child
to see if he
demonstrates behavi-
or indicative of
concern over the
welfare or comfort
of a peer or an
adult. For example,
when a peer or an
adult is in distress,
feels sad or has
been hurt, does the
child respond by
doing such things as
trying to comfort
him, giving him
verbal reassurance,
kissing him, offer-
ing,him a toy to
cheer him up, etc.

(OR f8attellej)
(O;SP (CEED11)
"Observe the child

5-6 years (#5 out of
6 items at this age
level)

No age equivalent on
Follow-Up Assessment.
on CEEDI: 3-4 years
(PS #38)

No age equivalent given.

'Developmental Guidelines, Early Childhood Education for Nandippped Edgewood Independ
an Antonio, Texas.

Preschool Attainment Record: Santa Cla a Unified School District Inventory of Social D
aWiirnara, California.

173

Y, ?, N
(Ho, 0)

"Credit is given if the child .

usually gives a sympathetic
response or shows concern when a
familiar person is in discomfort."

(No, Battelle)
(No, Q; CEED1)

"Credit is given if the child

nt School District.

velopment
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

need for help and gives assistance."
A-43
(Battelle Student Assessment Follow-u
Included on CEEDI) (P)

69. Consideration for Others (Circle

Usually tries to help other children
Tries to get help for a child that is
Apologizes or tries to do something n
unkind
Comforts an unhappy person by hugging
him/her or offering something to make
Helps caretaker perform small cooking

when he sees that a
peer, his teacher

p; or another adult
needs help with
something. Note
whether he offers
and helps in small
but useful ways
without being asked
to do so. For exam-
ple, when the child
sees the teacher or
another child clean-
ing up a mess that
has been made, does
the child voluntari-
ly begin to help?"
(OR (Battelle))

(O;SP NEM))
only 0g)

do the right things
hurt or crying
ice when he/she has been

him/her, talking to
him/her feel better
a' cleaning tasks

Does not help others
Other
(ABSI) (CR)

"S-5 To assist the student in be-
coming aware of others' feelings."

"S-5.2 The student will be able to

177

(NS;T,P)

(NS;T)

On CEEDI: 5-6 years
(PS63)

5
4

3

2

0

No age

No age

typically recognizes another's
need for help with little or no
suggestion to do so."
(No, Battelle)

(No, Q; CEEDI)

Circle one response
(No, 0

Indicate appropriate category
for performance, decision, and
explanation

(No, Q)
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1eneral Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior

ITEM

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

show concern and sympathy by assisting
someone who has fallen, for example,
peer who is crying."
(IBAS) (CR)

"Protects other children and animals"
(BCP) (CR)

'Offers help to others voluntarily"
(BCP) (CR)

'Comforts playmates in distress"
(BCP) (CR)

%.57 Offers assistance to peers"
S5C) (P)

'33. OFFERING ASSISTANCE

1. Does not offer assistance to
others.

2. Occasionally offers assistance

to others.
3. Frequently offers assistance

173

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aide schedule
observations
(O;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aide schedule
observations
(0;7,9)

No age

o age

Teacher, specialist, No age

and/or aide schedule
observations
(0;T,SP)

"do: observe child 4-5 years
for 3-hour period
while he is around
other children"
(OR;T,SP)

Parent interview
(NS;P)

initiative subscale

Not displayed, 1/20/, H, E
(Yes,

Not displayed, 1/2,1/, N, E
(Yes, 0

Not displayed, 1/20/, H, E
(Yes, L)

The child is observed offering
assistance to a peer (e.g., pick-
ing him up, helping with adjusting
clothes, helping complete a task)
at lease once during a 3-hour
period wLtie near other children."
(Yes, D)

:noose one level; total subscale
raw scores, convert to percentile
norms
(No, B)
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

P-6,
SOURC

to others.
4. Nearly always offers assistance

to others.
(Cain-Levine) (5)

"6. HELPING OTHERS
al another child is having diffi-

cLlty (such as using equipment,
dressing)- -

1. He never helps the other child.
2. He helps another child only

when they are playing together.
3. He sometimes stops his own

play to help another child.
4. He frequently stops his own

play to help another child.
(California Preschool Social Competen-
cy Scale) (S)

"4.3.1.9 Gives assistance when

asked."
(Minimum 01 ctive System) (CR) .

"34. HELPING OTHERS
1. Never helps other children.
2. Helps another child only when

they ale playing together.
3. Sometimes sops his own play

to help another child.
4. Usually stops his own play to

help another child."

(Cain-Levine) (S)

181

Teacher rating

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

Parent interview,
(NS;P)

Inherent in levels of
items

No age

Sociwrskills subscale

Choose one level per item

(No, B)

M-4, A-3, 2, 1, NA-0, F
(Yes, Q)

Choose one level per item; total
subscale raw scores, convert to
percentile age norms

(No, B)
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

P-7

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING 'SOURCE

H7.(E) Wants to help younger child

or adult with activity."
Example: "tries to help care-
giver with dishes or cleaning;
helps a younger or slower child
walk by holding his hand or by
helping him carry something."

(Collier-Azusa) (P)

"Child is willing to turn to other
children for help and assistance"
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (5)

"Shows affection for younger sib-
lings-
(Developmental Guidelines (P)

"Tenth: and protective toward younger
children and oets"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"Comforts playmates in distress"
(Developmental Guidelines (P)

"Ili. RECEIVING HELP

0. Negative or non-performance.

1. Accepts help only when imposed.

2. Accepts help when encouraged.

3. Recognizes need for and ac-
cepts help.

4. Recognizes need for help

usually and requests as-
sistance.

183
1
Sheridan Developmeotal.Scale

Observe for at least
two weeks. Recommend
consensus of multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cialists)
(O;T,P,SP)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

(NS;N1)

(NS;NI)

(NS;NI)

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served consult other
school personnel or
set up structred
situation
(0;T)

48 months

Positive loading on

Factor I, Interest- .

Participation vs.

Apathy-Withdrawal

36-48 months

48-60 months

48-60 months

Social behavior sub-
scale; status in-
herent in items from
non-perk;mance to
highly desirable
performance

1-ass if occurs spontaneoesly
and is generalized
(Yes, 0)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, NI)

Choose one level per i

romance falls between
use lower level. Major
scores are added and d
ton index is derived
vereim table.
(No, B)

tem. If per-
two levels
area
habilita-
from con-

184
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.General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEEKS

P-8

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

5. Selects appropriate sources
for help independently.

'6. Encourages peers to secure
appropriate sources for
help."

(Y.E.M.R.) (CR)

"VIII. CONSIDERATION FOR OTHERS

O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Shows consideration for others

only when directed.
2. Shows consideration for others

whenever remin-led.
3. Shows consideration usually for

friends only.
4. Shows consideration always for

friew's.

5. Shows $ideration for others.
6. Encourages and instructs peers

to display consideration
towards others."

(Y.E.M.R.) (CR)

"X. COMPASSION

O. Uegative or non-performance.
1. Responds seldom in situations

which normally elicit feel-
ings of compassion.

2. Responds occosionally by
changing facial expression.

3. Demonstrates awareness of the
feelings of others when play-
ing.

4. Responds with warmth and kind-
ness to an individual or a
group.

185

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served consult other
school personnel o
set up structured
situation

(O;T)

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
scrved, consult other
school personnel or
set up structured
cituatio1i

(O;T)

Social behavior area;
:status inherent in level
of item from non-
performance to highly
desirable performance

ocial behavior area;
tatus inherent in levels
f item from non-
erformance to highly
esirable performance

SCORING

Choose one level per item. If pir-
formince falls between two levels,
use lower level. Major area scores
are added, and a habilitation index
is derived from conversion table.
(No, 8)

Noose one level per item. If per-

ormance falls between two levels,
se lower level. Major area scores
re added, and a habilitation
index is derived from conversion
.able.

(Ko, 11,
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Prosocial Behavior

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

P-9

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURCI

5. Identifies with feelings of
others and those less capable.

6. Persuades individual or group
to show affection and kind-
ness to others."

(Y.E.M.R.) (CR)

"111. RECEIVING HELP

O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Accepts help only when imposed.
2. Accepts help when encouraged.
3. Recognizes need for and ac-

cepts help.
4. Recognizes need for help and

requests assistance.
5. Selects appropriate sources for

help.

6. Encourages peers to obtain
appropriate sources for help."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

iV. CONSIDERATION FOR OTHERS

O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Shows consideration for others

only when forced.

2. Shows consideration for others
whenever reminded.

3. Shows consideration usually
for friends.

4. Shows consideration always
for friends.

5. Shows consideration for others.
6. Encourages and instructs leers

to display consideration to-
wards others."

reschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ce Profile) (CR)
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Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served, consult other
school personnel or
set up structured
situation
(0;T)

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served, consult other
school personnel or
set up structured
situation
(0;T)

Major area - social,
topic area - interper-
sonal relations; status
inherent in levels of
items

Major area - social,
topic area - interperson-
al relations; status in-
herent in levels of
items

Choose one level per item. Per-.
formance level = sum of topic area
scores; performance index = total
sum divided by 10.
(No, B)

hoose one level per item. Per-
ormance level = sum of topic area
cores; performance index * total
um divided by 10.
No, B)
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General Category: Initiation and Response
Specific Category: Initiation SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

Q-I

ITEM SITUATION S7ATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Initiates social contacts with peers
In play"

(CEEDI, PS 16) (P)

"Initiates contacts and interactions
with peers."
(CEEDI, PS 60) (P)

"4.30 Initiates peer contact"
(00 (P)

"Approaches a young child"
(Early intervention Developmental Pro-
file, revised edition) (P)

1

(0;SP)

(0;SP)

"do: observe the
child for 10 minutes
(of 10 second inter-
vals during a free
play situation with
4 or more children)
Note: see free
play observatioA
(OR;T,SP)

"Administer as in
Item 154" (See
Miscellaneous,
Other):

(OR;T,SP)

Developmental Guidelines; Earl Childh od for Handica. ed

White 6 Watts, "Manual ..."
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12-17 months

5-6 years

2-3 years

16-19 months

ell Develo

P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q)

P, NP, 0, N.

(No, Q)

"The child is observed to initiate
peer contact by touching another
child in a positive manner (e.g..
hug, kill, pat) or giving a mater -
tai to another child.
criteria: At least twice
during a 10-minute obserNation
period."
Scoring: +, +, -

(Yes, D)

"Pass if the child physically
approaches the unknown child by
moving to him/her, reaching or
touching him/her, giving him/her
a toy, making eye contact, or
talkingsto the child. Any of
the above could be used to pass
the item."
(No, D)

mental Schedu e
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General Category: Initiation and Response Q-2
Specific Category: Initiation

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION 1 STATUS OF ITEM

"32. INITIATING PLAY
1. Does not seek other children to

play with.

2. Occasionally seeks other children
to play with.

3. Frequently seeks other children
to play with.

4. Nearly always seeks other child-
ren to play with.

(Cain-Levine) (5)

"9. INITIATING GROUP ACTIVITIES
1. He nearly always initiates acti-

vities which are solely for his
own play.

2. He initiates his own activities
and allows one child to join him.

3. He sometimes initiates activities
which include two or more child-
ren.

4. He frequently initiates activi-
ties which are of a group
nature."

(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale) (5)

"8. INITIATING INVOLVEMENT

When other children are involved in
an activity which permits the is.clu-
sion of additional children --

1. He seldom initiates getting
involved in the activity.

2. He sometimes initiates getting
involved in the activity.

3. He frequently initiates getting
involved in the activity.

191

Parent Interview

(NW)

Teacher rating
(NS;T)

Teacher rating

(NS;T)

Initiative subscale;

status inherent in
ordering of responses
within items

Inherent in leveis
within items

Inherent in levels
within items

SCORING SOUR(

Level of item reported; subscale
raw scores total and converted
to age normed percentiles
(No, 0

Choose c: level per item

(No, 8)

Choose one level per item
(Ho, 13)
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C-,

'= General Category: Initiation and Response
Specific Category: Initiation

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING

4. He nearly always initiates get-

ting involved in the activity.
(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale) (S)

"S-6 To assist the student in
developing self-confidence."
"S-6.1 The student will be able to
participate in and/or initiate indi-
vidual Gr group activities (where
success is certain) when provide.'
repeated encouragement."
(IBAS: (CR)

"S-6.2 The student will be able to
participate in and/or initiate indivi-
dual or group activities (where suc-
cess is certain) ,when provided repeated
encouragement."
(um) (CR)

"S-6.4 The student will be able to
initiate group activity and conversa-
tions."
(IBAS) (CR)

"Serves as leader in peer relation-
ships."
(CEEDI, PS50) (P)

Kohn and Silvermen,Competence RatingLS
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(NS;T)

(NS;T)

(NS;T)

(O;SP)

wAle for PreSchool Chi

No age

No age

No age

4-5 years

ldren; White $ Watts

Check appropriate Category fon
performance, decision, and
explanation.

(No, Q)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, and
explanation.

(No, Q)

Check appropriate category for
performance, decision, and

explanation.

(No, Q)

P, NP, 0, H

(No, Q)
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'Iiiineral Category: initiation and Response

SWIM Category: initiation

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Initiates ideas for play accepted
by others"
:(Individual Assessment) (P)

"10. GIVING DIRECTION TO PLAY
When playing with others- -
1. He typically follows the lead

of others.
2. He sometimes makes suggestions

for the direction of the play.
3. He frequently makes sqges-

tions for the direction of the
play.

4. He nearly always makes sugges-

tions for the direction of the
play.

(California Preschool Social Competency
Scale) (S)

"Occasionally starts group activities."
.(ASS I) (CR)

"Invites another person to engage in
an activity"
(Minimum Objective System) (CR)

"Leads peer group in various play and
and work activities"
(BCP) (CR)

"Initiates a compromise to resolve con-
flict with peer"

(BCP) (CR)

195

Teacher observes
(0;T)

Teache- rating
(NS;T)

(NS;T,P)

(NS;T)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule
observations.
(0;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist,
and/or aides schedule

observations.
(0;T,SP)

48 months

Inherent in levels.
within item

Section IV, Self-direc-
tion, #66 Initiative,
#6 out of 7 items

No age

No age

No age

Often, sometimes, rarely

(No, L)

Choose one level per item

(No, B)

if present

(No, D)

M-4, A-3, 2, 1, NA-0, F
(Yes, Q)

Not displayed, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/2,14 H, E
(Yes, L)
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:General Category: initiation and Response
.Specific Category: initiation

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

Q -5

; 1

ITEM SITU/M30N STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURC

"Assumes leadership role in classroom
activities (social and/or academic)."

Completed by teacher
following specified

No age 1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
vary descriptive or true)

,

(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S) observational pro-
cedure.

(No, 1)

(OR;T) .

"Approaches a group of classmates Completed by teacher No age 1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
(involved in a task or activity) and following specified very descriptive or true)
attempts to become involved." observational pro- (No, 1)

(Social Behavior Rating Scele) (S) cedures *

(OR;T)

"7.(A) Seeks out another person for Observe for at least 48 months Pass if occurs spontaneously

play or activity." two weeks. Recommend and is generalized
Example: "Pulls at caregiver or
child to play patty-cake or ball"
(Callier-Azusa) (P)

consensus by multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cialists)

(Yes, 0)

(O ;T,P,SP) .

"In play with other children, child Teacher rating based Positive loading on 1-7 (never - always)

can shift between leading and follow on past week's be Factor I, Interest- (No, I)

ing, depending on the demands of the havior Participation vs.

situation" (NS;T) Apathy-Withdrawal

(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Other children copy this child's Teacher rating Positive loading on 1-7 (never - always)

Ideas for play" (NS;T) Factor I, Interest- (No, 0
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S) Participation vs.

Apathy-Withdrawal

*
.

Kohn Social Competence Scale (See
Cooperativeness, gives ideas) (S)

(NS;T) Positive loading on
Factor I; Interest-

(No, I.)
:

Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

.
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.General Category: Initiation and Response
Specific Category: Initiation SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

Q4

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Child succeeds in getting others
interested in what he/she is doing"
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (5)

"Child easily gets attention of other
children"
(Kohn Social Competence Scale)(S)

'"Child's ideas have imoact on many
children in the classroom"
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"IV. MARCHING

6. Leads others skillfully both

verbally and gesturally."
(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

"21. THE CHILD APPROACHES AND
RESPONDS TO OTHER CHILDREN

Will the child approach c group
of children?

Will the child respond to the
group by asking questions, or
playing with children in the
group?"

(CAMS) (CR)
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Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior

(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Observe during daily

tasks; if not ob-
served, consult other
school personnel or
set up structured
situation.
(0;T)

Placement test is
administered to
child in quiet room
with mother present.
Mother is utilized
as informant for
items not testable
in this setting.
(NS;T,P,SP)

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

Positive loading ore

Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

Highest level within
this item; Major area -
physical, topic area -
gross motor skills

Items are developmental-
ly sequenced, item is
#21 out of 40.

1-7 (never - always)
(No, I.)

1-7 (never always)

(No, L)

1-7 (never - always)

(No, L)

Choose one level per item
(No, B)

Yes, no; child must pass both
questions to be given credit for
the objective
(No, D)
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General Category: initiation and Response R-I

Specific Category: Imitation
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURCI

"Imitates play of others"
(mfant-parent Training Program Check-
list) (P)

"Imitates another child at play'
(CEEDI, PSI7) (P)

"Imitates play activity of others -
after seeing another child play, will
imitate that activity"
(Koontz Child Development Program) (P)

'imitates another child at play"
(Portage) (P)

"Imitates another child at play"
,(Portage) (P)

Callier-Azusa (See Onlooker) (P)

Callier-Azusa (See Parallel Play) (P)

I

Portage Project Checklist

2
Gesell Developmental Scale (1949) or e

201

NS; if item not
observed, teacher
designs situation to
test behavior; T

(0:SP)

Observe for 1 week

(O;T,P,SP)

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T,P,SP)

.(0;T,P,SP)

(0;T,P,SP)

perts

10-12 months

12-.17 months

27 months

0-1 year
(#22 out of total 23
cards)

1-2 years
(#6 out of total 1$
cards)

24 months

42 months

Check if clearly demonstrated

(No, 0)

P, NP, 0, H
(No, Q)

P/F
(No, 0)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, 0)

Entry behavior, date achieved
(No, 0)

(Yes, 0)

(Yes, 0)
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General Category: Initiation and Response
Specific Category: Response

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

S-1

1.1mMimM
SOU(

"Laughs at other babies, games, toys
(moving doll or puppet)"
(Communication scale, Infant-Parent
Training Program Checklist) (P)

"Assessment Behaviors: Responds to
gestures of other children.

Definition: The infant will respond
to the gestures of other children by
demonstrating a change of behavior."
(EMI) (P)

203

NS; if item not
observed, teacher
designs situation
to test behavior; T

Assessment: None
Curriculum: "The
adult should attempt
to ensure the
company of other
children for the in-
fant. Children
above the age of
three are most likel
to take an interest
In the infant, to
stimulate him throug
gestures and play.
'If the infant has
brothers or sisters,
he should be exposed
to their presence
conIistently. Sib-
lings or other child
ren may be involved
In playing peek-a-
boo, pat-a-cake, "so
big," or finger play
games with the In-
fant.

'The teacher may hey
other children play
with a pounding ben
toy or telephone toy
providing the infant
with opportunities t
'take a turn' with

the
T)

4-6 months
(L-language comprehen-
sion)

8 months

Check if clearly demonstrated.
(No, 0)

Assessment: P/F
Curriculum: "Me infant will
respond to the gestures of other
children in out of trials.'

(Yes, 0)
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;;General Category: Initiation and Response
Specific Category: Response

L
ITEM

S-2

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING

"Responds differentially to young
children"
.(Early Intervention Developmental Pro-
file, revised editi'n) (P)

"Responds positively to initiations of
other children."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (5)

"Engages In verbal social exchanges
with a classmate(s)."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

"Engages in long conversations '30
seconds or more)."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

Kohn Social Competence Scale (See
Initiation, follower) (S)

jCAMS (See Parallel Play) (CR)

jCANS (See Initiation) (CR) 20$
.4

"Observe the child's
behavior when
another young child
is brought into the
child's presence."
By interdisciplinary
team members
(OR;T,SP)

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational pro-
cedures.
(OR;T)

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational pro-
cedures.
(OR;T)

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational pro-
cedures.

(OR;T)

(NS;T)

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T,P,SP)

12-15 months

No age

No age

No age

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

Items are developmental
ly sequenced

Items are developmental

ly sequenced

P, P/F, F, 0
"Pass if the child stares at,
approaches,' smiles at, jabbers to,

or otherwise clearly acknowledges
interest in the introduced child.
Pass also -if the parent reports
this behavior. Do not pass if the
child reacts negatively to other
children."
(No, 0)

1 " 7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)
(No, 1.)

1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)

(No, L)

1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)
(No, L)

(No, L)

Yes, no

(No, 0)

Yes, no
(No, 0)
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General Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Competitiveness

'ITEM

T-1

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

°Spurred on in activity by rivalry."
(Gesell) (P)

"Is spurred an in various activities
by competition of other children of
approximately the same age and group.
(Maxfield Buchholz) (S)

"Is competitive in games."
(Functional Profile) (P)

"Plays (e.) competitively."
(PAR) (P)

'The child may be spurred on in play
ctivities by rivalry with other
ildren."

(Project Vision-Up) (P)

'Plays active games competitively."
(Assessment Programming Guide) (P)

'7.(8) Wants to win games."
Example:"pleased by winning prize,
being applauded, or being first."
Callier-Azusa) (p)

Gesell et al., The First Five Years
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(ms.,m1)

Parent report
(visually'impaired)
(NS;P)

(NS;T,SP)

(NS ; T ,P, SP)

Parent and/or teacher
Q-Sort
(NS;T,P)

Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior. (0;T)

Observe for at least
two weeks. Recommend
consensus by multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-
cialists) (O;T,P,SP)

of Life.

60 months

1V-V

4-5 years
11 out of 6 items at
this age level

.6 years, 5 months

60 months

60-72 months

48 months

As part of best fit to age
description (No, D)

+, +Ft +N.O., +, -
"Does his best to win the game,
jump the highest, and so forth."

(No, Q)

Y; ?, N

(No, 0)

+, N.O.

Competes in games or actions which
call for skill endurance, winning,
striving, achieving, such as tag,
hop scotch, gymnastics. Play may
be singly or with others but the
aim is to demonstrate excellence,
courage, endurance, coordination.
Also simple stages of socially
organized games as touch ball,
musical chairs, ring-around with

LNewithout adult oversight."
No, D)

s, sometimes does, doesn't

(N), L)

0, +,

(No , 0)

Pass if occurs spontaneously
and is generalized.
(Yes, D)
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nerd Category: Miscellaneous
pecific Category; Other (greet peers)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION

'Greets peers with clues"
Portage) (p)

Greets adults, peers"
Classroom Screening) (P)

GREETING NEW CHILD
When a new child Joins the group--
1. He inadvertently physically over-

powers child in greeting him (i.e.
hugs, bumps, pulls).

2. He makes a limited and brief
physical contact (i.e., pats,
pokes, rubs) with child and some
verbal contact.

3. He usually makes verbal contact and
sometimes touches child.

4. He nearly always makes verbal con-
tact with child without physical
contact."

California Preschool Social Competency
cafe) (S)

'18. THE CHILD GREETS CHILDREN AND
ADULTS

When reminded will the child
greet people by saying, "Hello"
or "Hi"? '

Does the child greet others
without being reminded?"

CAMS) (CR)

203

(NS;T,P,SP)

STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

U-1

[SOURC1

Teacher observes
child 2-4 weeks after
start of school
during daily routine.

(0;T)

Teacher rating

(NS;T)

Placement test is
administered in quiet
room with mother
present. Mother is
utilized as inform-
ant for items not
testable in this
setting.
(NS;T,SP)

1-2 years

(card #10 out of total
15 cards)

No age equivalent;

included under arrival/
separation

Inherent in levels
within item.

Items are developmental-
ly sequenced; item is
#18 out of 40

Entry behavior, Date Achieved
(No, D)

+ skill present; - skill not
present; 1 uninvolved; 2 unsafe/
destructive; 3 disruptive.
(No. Q)

Choose one level per item
(No, B)

Yes, no
(No, D)
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General Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Category; Other (jealousy)

V-1

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING SOURC

"Is jealous of attention given to
others"
(Assessment-Programming Guide) (P)

"Assessment Behavior: Demonstrates

"Definition: "When a parent shows
exclusive attention to another infant
Or sibling, the infant increases
attention-getting behavior or exhibits
negat ivism."
(on) (p)

Callier-Azusa (See Sharing) (P)

"Resentful of attention shown to
other children"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)
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Teacher observes
child's spontaneous
behavior:
(0;T)

Assessment: None
Curriculum: "The
behavior cannot be
taught, but may be
evaluated."
(OR;T)

(0;T:P,SP)

(NS;NI)

20-24 months

21 months

42 months

24-29 months'

0, +, 1
(No, D)

Assessment: P/F
Curriculum: "When a parent shows
exclusive attention to another
child in the infant's presence,
he will change behaviors in

out of trials.
Response:
(Yes, D)

(Yes, D)

.1111111100

No Information
(No, NI)
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General Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Other (verbal expression)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Knows names of playmates"
(SEED) (P)

"INDICATING WANTS
1. Does not indicate, even by ges-

tures, that he wants someone to
share something with him.

2. Indicates by gesture and limited
speech but does not name object
(I.e., want,' Give me.')

3. Indicates that he wants someone
to share with him by naming
objects.

4. Uses complete sentence to express
his desire for someone to share
with him."

(Cain- Levine) (S)

"USING NAMES OF OTHERS
1. Uses no proper names in interacting (NS;T)

' with those children around him.
2. Uses the names of no more than five

children or adults.
3. Uses the names of from five to ten

children.
4. Uses the names of virtually all

children and adults."
(California Preschool Social Competency
case) (s)

Observe
(O;SP)

Parent interview

(NS;P)

Teacher rating

"MAKING EXPLANATION TO OTHER CHILOREN
When attempting to explain to another
Child how to e^ :imething (put things
together, play a game, etc.)- -
.1 . He is unable to do so.

213

Teacher rating
(NS;T)

24 months

Communication subscale,
status inherent in
ordering of responses
in all items

Inherent in levels
within items

Inherent In levels
within Items

+, -, PR, 0, NA, R, NT
(No, Q)

W-1

SOUR(

Level of Item reported; subscale
raw scores totaled and converted
to age normed percentile.
(No, 0)

Choose one level per item

(Yes, B)

Choose one level per item
(No, e)
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Weill Category: Hiscellaneous
lipsicific Category: Other (verbal expression)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

W-2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

L He gives an incomplete explanation.
I. He gives a complete but general
. explanation.
I. He gives a complete explanation with

specific details."
California Preschool Social Competency
cale) (S)

OMMUNICATING WANTS
. He seldom verbalizes his wants; acts
out by pointing, pulling, crying,
etc.

. He sometimes verbalizes but usually
combines actions with words.

. usually verbalizes but sometimes
acts out his wants.

. He nearly always verbalizes his
wants.11

California Preschool Social Competency
We) (5)

Apologizes without being reminded"
BCP) (CR)

erbalizes feelings of anger with
ther students/teacher"
BC ?) (CP.)

'Child feels comfortable enough with
ther children to be able to express
is/her own desires or opinions"
Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)
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Teacher rating
(NS;T)

Inherent In levels
within items

Teacher, specialist, No age
andior aides schedul
observations.

(0;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist, No age
and/or aides schedule
observations.

(O;'. ,SP)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Positive loading on
Factor I, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy - Withdrawal

Choose one level per item
(No, 6)

Not displayed, 1/201, H, E
(Yes, L)

Not displayed, 1/20, 4, £
(Yes, L)

1-7 (never - always)

(No, i.)
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General Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Category: Other (verbal expression)
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

*3

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

NI. INTELLIGIBLE SPC:H

0. Negative or non-performance.
1. Can be understood when listener

knows what is being discussed.
2. Can be understood only when

gestures and words are combined
3. Can be understood, but often

displays frequent sound
omissions.

.4. Can be understood by peers in
restricted discussion.

'5. Can be understood by peers in
unrestricted discussion.

6. Can be understood easily by
children and adults."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Performance
Profile) (CR)

"II. CONVERSATION

O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Listens to, but does not engage

in conversation.
2 Limits himself to direct re-

sponse to questions.

3. Engages in limited conversation
only with a familiar person.

4. Engages in dialogue with peer.

5. Engages in group conversation.

6. Engages in and initiates con-
versation on a variety of
subjects."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-

ance Profile) (CR)
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Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served, consult
other school per-
sonnel or set up
structured situation
(O;T)

Observe during daily
tasks; if not ob-
served, consult
other school per-
sonnel or set up
structured situation
(O;T)

Major area - intellec-
tual, topic area -
communication; status
inherent in levels
within Items.

Major area - intellec-
tual, topic area -
communication; status
inherent in levels of
items.

SCORING

Choose one level per item
(No, B)

Choose one level per item
B)
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general Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Other (activity interests)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS
A+

X-I

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"S.9 Is the child interested in things
Of games other children like? He
may not be able to share and take
turns with other children but he
likes their toys and games."
(Developmental Profile) (P)

"S.26 Boys: Does the boy engage in
bike riding, ball-throwing, playing
at a creek or woods or field, or hiking
In a loosely-organized boy group?
Girls: Does she play with girifriends
at least once a week in some activity
like house, shopping, or nurse? No
rules or scores are needed, and the
activity is just one where the child
prefers to be with friends of his or
her own sex."
(Developmental Profile) (P)

"Enjoys floor play with blocks, boxes,
toy trains alone or with others"
(LAP) (P)

"Outdoor play better sustained than
indoor"
(LDS) (P)
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Can be administered
by any professional

by self-administra-
tion, or by parent
interview. Person
should be
sufficiently well-
acquainted with
child.
(NS;T,P,SP)

NS

Can be administered
by any professional
by self-administra-
tion, or by parent
interview. Person
should be
sufficiently well-
acqdainted with
child.

(NS;T,P,SP)

(NS;T)

Observe

(OR;T,SP)

I

1-1 1/2years
(infant 13-18 mo.)

5 years

(Preschooler III: 55-
66 months)

36-48 months

72 months

Yes or No (0=fail; I of months-
e.g., 2 or 4 mo. - circled for
pass)

Basal level = highest level where
all items are passed. Basal

credit = # of months credit/item
is added. Months for items be-
yond basal are added. DA sum
of all item/month credits.
IQ Equivalency Divide academic
age (months on the academic sub-
scale) by C.A. in months and
multiply by 100.

(No, D)

Yes or No

(Yes, D)

+/-

(No, D)

X If observed
(No, D)
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eneral Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Category: Other (activity interests)
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

X-2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR(

"'Enjoys going to park to see other
children or to play with equipment"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"Enjoys floor play with bricks, boxes,
toy trains, etc."
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

"1. Physical activities involving
the entire body where child
uses equipment (e.g., jungle
gym, swinging, bike riding,
climbing, bouncing or throw-
ing ball)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

II
. Physical activities involving

the entire body where child
does not use equipment (e.g.,
exercising, running, jumping,
skipping)

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

1Gesell Developmental Scale

2
Sheridan Developmental Scale

(NS;NI)

(NS;NI)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many

..:available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-,
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

30-35 months

36-48 months

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical

and academic activities

gra

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical

and academic activities

No information
(No, NI)

No information
(No, NI)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone

2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, L)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"

(No, L)
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.4eneral Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Other (activity interests)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

X-3

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"3. Physical activities involving
principally the hands where
child is constructing some-
thing in a defined way (e.g.,
puzzles, blocks, beads, peg-
board, hammer)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

Physical activities involving

principally the hands where
child is not constructing
something; activity may in-
volve objects that move (e.g.,
cars, motor toys, pull toys)
or don't move (e.g., dolls,
miniature animals)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

."5. Receptive language activities
(e.g., listening to stories,
listening to records of
stories, looking at pictures,
reading books)"

<CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)
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Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;

consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical

and academic activities

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical

and academic activities

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical

and academic activities

"Child usually engages In
activity:

1.. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with.2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, L)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

rm.,"

(No, L)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"

(No, L)
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general Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Category: Other (activity interests) SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

x-4

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"6. Productive language activities
(e.g., telling stories, play-
ing sound and rhyme games,
working with letters or word
puzzles, writing letters and
words)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

"7. Number activities (e.g., count-
ing, working with a clock,
counting frame, dominoes, work-
ing with number games or
puzzles)"

(C1RCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

"8. Activities involving the physical
world (e.g., animals, nature,
plants, gardening, magnifying
glass)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory; (CR)
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Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
fc' ;ng opportun-
ity ko observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities In which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical

and academic activities

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical

and academic activities

Scale 1, Peer group
preference: physical
and academic activities

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, I.)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with or more other child-

ren"

(No,

"Child usually engages in
activity:

I. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with or more other child-

ren"

(No,
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-General Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Other (activity interests)

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

X-9

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

" 9. Role-playing as mother or father
(e.g., homemaking, child care,
gardening, shopping, repairing
things)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

"10. Role-playing in a vocational role
(e.g., doctor, dentist,
teacher)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

Roleplayir, as another child or
baby"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)
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Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Scale m, Peer group
preference: role
playing and fantasy

Scale m, Peer group
preference: role
playing and fantasy

Scale m, Peer group
preference: role
playing and fantasy

"Child usually engages is
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, I.)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child

3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, I.)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child

3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"

(No, I.)
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General Category: Miscellaneous X-6
'Specific Category: Other (activity interests)

ITEM

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

"12. Role-playing as a fantasy charac-
ter or animal (e.g., imaginary
character, TV or story charac-
ter)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)

"13. Producing music or rhythm (e.g.,
singing, reciting nursery
rhymes or poems, playing an
instrument, dancing, beating
time)"

(CIRCUS A Activity inventory) (CR)

"14. Listening to music or rhythm
(e.g., listening to records,
musical instruments, or songs

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)
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Teacher rating

following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0;T)

Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child is free to
choose among many
available activities
(0:T)

Scale m, Peer group
preference: role

playing and fantasy

Scale n, Peer group
preference: music and
art activities

Scale n, Peer group
preference: music and
art activities

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child

3. with.2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

(No, L)

I Iren

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, L)

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with'l other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, L)
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,General Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Category: Other (activity interests)
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

A-7

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

1115. Art activities (e.g., drawing,
painting, coloring, finger
painting, pasting, using
scissors, working with clay
and sand)"

(CIRCUS A Activity Inventory) (CR)
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Teacher rating
following opportun-
ity to observe child
for several weeks;
consider only ac-
tivities in which
child Is free to
choose emong many
available activities
(0;T]

Scale n, Peer group
preference: music and
art activities

"Child usually engages in
activity:

1. alone
2. with 1 other child
3. with 2 or 3 other children
4. with 4 or more other child-

ren"
(No, 1.)
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'Gibers' Category: Miscellaneous

SpeclAc Category: Other (rules and fair play).

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

Y- I

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

'Understands need for rules and fair
play"
(LAP) (P)

"Understands need for rules and fair
play "
(LOS) (P)

"Adjusts readily to group situation
Involving some conformity to rules."
(Maxfield Buchholz) (S)

"Understands needs for rules and fair
play."
(Functional Profile) (p)

"Understands need for rules and fair
play"
(Developmental Guidelines) (P)

1.
Sheridan Developmental Scale

233

(NW)

Observe
(OR:T,SP)

Parent report

(NS;P)

(NS;T,SP)

(NSStil)

60-74 months

6D months

4-5 years

5-6 years
14 out of 6 items
at this age level

48-0 months

+/-
(No, 0

X for passed

(No, 0)

+, +F, +NO, +, -
Without too much difficulty, child
accepts limits or regulations in
a relatively well-structured
situation, such as nursery school
or on a shopping trip.
(No, Q)

Y, ?, N
(No, 0)

No information
(No, Ni)
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General Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Category: Other

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS
2-1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Physical play preferred. Compares

self with friends. Shows off."
(Early identification Developmental
Inventory) (P)

"4.47 Plays with children of other
social and ethnic backgrounds"
(SDC) (p)

"Sex lines not sharply drawn"
(LDS) (p)

I "29. UNFAMILIAR SITUATIONS
1. He restricts himself to activities

In which he has previously engaged.
2. He joins in an activity which is new

for him only if other children are
engaged in it.

3. He joins with other children in an
activity which is new to everyone.

4. He engages in an activity which Is
new for him even though other

. children are not involved."
' (California Preschool Social Competency

:Scale) (S)
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Parent record
(0;P)

Same as 4.30

(OR;T,SP)

Observe

(OR;T,SP)

Teacher rating
(NS;T)

4 years

4-5 years

72 months

Inherent in levels
within items

Yes/No, Age of Attainment
(No, D)

"The child is observed to play.
with children who have different
physical characteristics (includ-
ing handicaps) or racial
characteristics without observable
resistance to the situation and
without placing over-emphasis
on the differences, when there Is
an opportunity.
criteria: More than 500 of
observed time (intervals)"
(Yes, D)

X for pass

(No, D)

Choose one level per item

(No, O)
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.

1 General Category: Miscellaneous

1

Specific Category: Other

t

Y
.

ITEM

Z-2

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUP

"Uses peers as resources."
. (CEEDI, PS 61) (P)

"Unoccupied Behavior: Child occupies
himself with watching anything that
happens to be of momentary interest."
(individual Assessment) (P)

"Disapproves of offensive peer behavior
by ignoring or actively discouraging
it."
(BCP) (CR)

"Behaves in a courteous manner to peers
and staff (e.g., offers seat, steps
aside to let others pass)."
(BCP) (CR)

"toy mediated play with peers"
.(Infant- Parent Training Program Check-
list) (P)

"17.(8) Selects playmates of same sex.
(Callier-Azusa) (P)

White $ Watts
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(O;SP) 5-6 years

Observe during group 6 - 12 months
or free play
(0;T)

Teacher, specialist, No age
and/or aides schedul
observations.
(O;T,SP)

Teacher, specialist, No age

and/or aides
schedule observa-
tions.
(0;T,SP)

(NS;T)

If item is not ob-
served teacher de-
signs situation to
test behavior.

Observe for at least 54 months
two weeks. Recommend
consensus by multiple
persons familiar with
child (e.g., teacher,
aides, parent, spe-

cialists)
(0;T,P,SP)

7-9 months

P, NP, 0, K

Q)

Often, sometimes, rarely
(Ho, I.)

Not displayed, 1/20,11, H, E
(Yes, 0

Not displayed, 1/2, H, E
(Yes,

Check if clearly demonstrated
D)

Pass if occurs spontaneously
and is generalized.
(Yes, D)
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,General Category: Miscellaneous
-Specific Category: Other

SOCIALITEMS WITH PEERS
2-3

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUtC

"I. RELATING TO CHILDREN

O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Is occasionally indifferent to

others.
2. Is aware and shows interest

in others.

3. Tries to establish a pattern
of relationship with one or
two peers.

4. Establishes definite relation-
ship with one or two peers.

5. Has a give-and-take relation-
ship with the peer group.

6. Has a give-and-take relation-
ship with other groups in
other situations."

(Y.E.M.R.) (CR)

"V. PARTICIPATING IN LUNCH
TIME ACTIVITIES

O. Negative or non-performance.
1. Passes items only when directed

and assisted.
2. Passes items when directed by

adult.

3. Passes items when requested by
peers.

4. Passes items as part of routine.
5. Anticipates and attends to

needs of peers.
6. Encourages and instructs peers

to participate appropriately.'
(Y.E.M.R.) (CR)'

233 .

Observe during

daily tasks; if
not observed, con-
sult other school
personnel or set
up structured
situation
(0;T)

Observe during
daily tasks; if not
observed, consult
other school per-
sonnel or set up
structured situa-
tion'
(0;T)

Social behavior; area

status inherent in
levels of items from
non-performance to
highly desirable'
performance

Social behavior area;
status inherent in
levels of items from
non-performance to
highly desirable
performance

Choose one level per item. If

performance falls between two
levels, use lower level. Major
area scores are added, and a
habilitation index is derived
from conversion table.
(No, B)

Choose one level per item. If
performance falls between two
levels, use lower level. Major
area scores are added, and a
habilitation index is derived
from conversion table.
(No, B)
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.General Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Catey-ry: Other
SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

2-4

ITEM SITUATION -tTATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOURC

"1. RELATING TO CHILDREN

O. Negative or non-performance.

1. Shows interest in others only
when prompted.

2. is aware of and shows interest
in others.

3. Tries to establish a relation-
ship with one or two peers.

4. Establishes definite relation-
ship with the Peer group.

5. Has a give-lhd-take relation-
ship with the peer group.

6. Has a giveand-take relation-
ship with groups other than

Peers."
(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

"i. HAZARD AWARENESS

6. Is responsiblle for own safety
and is concerned about
others."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

"II. GROUP ACTIVITIES

6. Guides others to participate
positively."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

241.

Observe during
daily tasks; if
not observed, con -

,ult other school
personnel or set up
structured situa-
tion.
(0;T)

Observe duiing

daily tasks; if not
observed, consult
other school per-
sonnel or set up
structured situa-
tion.

(0;T)

Observe during
daily tasks; if not
observed, consult
other school per-
sonnel or set up
structured situa-
tion.

(0;T)

Major area - social,
topic - interpersonal
relations; status in-
herent in levels of
items

Highest level within
this item; major area -
social, toPic area -
safety

Highest level within
this item; major area
social, toPic area -
safety

Choose one level Per item; per-
formance level = summed score of
topic areas; performance index =
total sum divided by 10.
(No, B)

Choose one level per item; per-
formance level sum of topic
area scores, performance index =
total sum divided by 10.
(No,

Choose one level per item
(No, B)
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.General Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Other

SOCIAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"III. IN CLASSROOM

6. Is responsible for own safety
and cues others."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

"IV. SHARP INSTRUMENTS: KNIVES OR
POINTED OBJECTS

6. Encourages others to show
caution."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

"V. WHEELED EQUIPMENT

6. Encourages others to use equip-
ment appropriately."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)

"II. PLEASURE

5. Plans for pleasurable activity
with concern for group or
other individual."

(Preschool and Kindergarten Perform-
ance Profile) (CR)
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Observe during
daily tasks; if be-
havior not observed
consult other
school personnel or
set up structured
situation.
(0;T)

Observe during
daily tasks; if not
observed, consult
other personnel or
set up stroctured
situation
(0;T)

Observe during
daily tasks; if not
observed, consult
other personnel or

set up structured
situation
(0;T)

Observe during
daily tasks; if not
observed, consult
other personnel or
set up structured'
situation
(0;T)

Highest level within

this item; major area"
social, topic area -
safety

Highest level within
this item; major area-
social, topic area -
safety

Highest level within
this item; major area -
social, topic area -
safety

Major area - social,
topic area - emotional
behavior, level 5
out of 6 levels

Choose one level per item
(No, B)

Choose one level per item
(No, B)

Choose one level per item
(No, B)

Choose one level per item
(No, B)
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neral Category: Social Participation
Specific Category: None

ITEM

A4-1

CLIN/GAI: ITEMS WITH PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Play or remain by himself rather than Observe for two
1th other children?" weeks.

(Devereux) (C) (O;T,P)

w

"Socially isolated or withdrawn?"
(Devereux) (C)

"Does not engage In group activities."
(Walker) (C)

"Does not engage in group activities."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

"Tends to avoid participating with
children in groups."
tefinition: "Stays apart from other
children."

(Rutland Center RFCL) (c)

"Child shies away and withdraws from
ether children"

(Kohn Social Co,petence Scale) (5)

"Fails to play with most other children's
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

'Teacher's descriptions of problem beha

Referral Problems243

Observe for two
weeks.

(O;T,P)

Observe minimum of 2
months.
(NS;T)

Completed by teacher
following specific
observational
procedures.

(OR;T)

Parent, teacher in-
take interviews;
professionals follow-
ing diagnostic evalu-
ations.

(NS;T,P,SP)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based

on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

ors

None given 1 - 5 (Never - very frequently)
(No, L)

Scale 5, Social isola- 1 - 8 (Not at all - extremely)
tion (No. L)

Scale 2, Withdrawal, 2 Present/absent within last month
points (No, D)

Problem Behavior Scale 1 - 7 (Not descriptive or true- -
very descriptive or true)
(No, L)

N.slie given

Negative loading on
Factor i, Interest-
Participation vs.
Apathy-Withdrawal

Negative loading on
Factor 1, Apathy-
Withdrawal

1 - 5 (High priority - not a
problem)

(No. L)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)

0 not at all typical, 1
somewhat typical, 3 very
typical

(No, L)
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.General Category: SoCrirrafficIpaticm
Specific Category: None

ITEM

AA-2

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH .PEERS

SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

°7. MY child often plays with a
group of children."

-(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

"164. My child doesn't seem to care to
be with others."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"322. My child would rather be with
adults than with children his
(her) own age."

(Personality Inventory For Children)
(C)

"352. My child seems to prefer adults
to children."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

IC)

"446. My child Is shy with children
his (her) own age."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

"Is shy or bashful with most children.
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)
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Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating

(NS ;P)

Parent rating

(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior

(NS;T)

False - D (depression)
and SSK (social skills)
profile scales; ES
(ego strength) supple-
mentary scale

True - PSY (psychosis)
profile scale; INT
(internalization) sup-
plementary scale;
critical item for Area
IV Peer Relations

True - PSY (psychosis)
and SSK (social skills)
profile scales; critical
item for Area IV Peer
Relations

True - F (deviant re-
sponse sets) and DEF
(defensiveness) profile
scales

False - DEF (defensive-
ness) and NPR (hyper-
activity) profile
scales

Factor I, Apathy-
Withdrawal

True, false
(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)

True, false
D)

True, false
(No, D)

0 = not at all typical, 1 =

somewhat typical, 2 = very
typical

(No, L)
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.deneral Category: Cooperation
Specific Category: Sharing

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING so*
"464. Sharing things has been no

problem for my child."
(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

243

Parent rating
(NS;P)

True - I-E (intro-
version-extraversion)
and SD (social desir-
ability) supplementary
scales; False - SSK
(social skills) profile
scale

True, false
(No, D)
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.General Category: Cooperativeness CC-I

Specific Category: Borrow and Return CLINICAL ITEMS WITH.PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Child takes possession of other
children's equipment without their
permission.
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

251

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Negative loading on
Factor II, cooperation
and compliance vs.
anger and defiance

1-7 (never - always)
(No, 1)
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,General Category: Cooperation

Specific Category: Cooperativeness

ITEM

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH,PEERS

SITJATI STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Child is unwilling to play with other
children except on his/her own terms."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (5)

"Child resists going along with ideas
of other children."
(Kahn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Child has to be leader in order to
participate in activities with

.other children."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (5)

"81. The school says my child needs
help getting along with other

children.
(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

"184. My child usually blames others
for any trouble."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

"289, If my child can't run things,
he (she) won't play."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

253

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Parent rating
OIS;P)

Parent rating

(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Negative loading on
Factor II, cooperation
and compliance vs.
anger and defiance

Negative loading on
Factor II, cooperation
and compliance vs.
anger and defiance

Negative loading on
Factor II, cooperation
and compliance vs.
anger and defiance

True - NPR (hyper-
activity), SSK (social
skills) profile scales;
ES (ego str6ngth) sup-
plementary scale; c:ti
cal Item for Area XII
School Adjustment
False - SR (sex role)
supplementary scale

None given

True - SSK (social
skills) profile scale;
critical item for Area
IV Peer Relations

1-7 (never - always)

(No, 0

1-7 (never - always)
(No, 0

1-7 (never - always)

(No, 0

True, false
(No, D)

True, false

(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Aggressiveness (initiation) EE-'

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION

"Hit, bite, scratch, push or in other
ways hurt or attack other children in
a free situation with peers."
(Devereux) tC)

Observe for two
weeks.

(O;T,P)

"Distrubs other children: teasing,
provoking fights, interrupting others."

Observe for minimum
two months.

(Walker) (C) (NS;T)

"Steals things from other children." Observe for minimum
(Walker) (C) two months

(NS;T)

"Teases peers or siblings by taking

their toys from them."
(NS;T,P)

(ABS1) .CR)

"Pushes other children"
(asst) (CR)

(NS;T,P)

"Fights with other children"
(ABS1) (CR)

"Aggressive toward children"
Definition: "Hostile act or word
directed toward a child consciously or

1

Teacher descriptions of problem behavi

Referral Problems

255

I(NS;T,P)

Parent, teacher
Intake interviews;
professionals fol-

rs

STATUS OF ITEM SCORING Safi

Scale 16, Social aggres-
sion

Scale 3, Distractibili-
ty, 2 points

Scale 5, Immaturity,
1 point

Domain I, Teasing be-
havior.

Domain III, Physical
violence toward others

Domain 1, Anti-social
behavior

None given

- 5 (never very frequently)

(No, L)

Present/absent within last month.
(No, D)

Present/absent within last month.

(No, .

YES/ND
(No, D)

YES/NO
(No, D)

YES/NO

(No, D)

1 - 5 (high priority - not a
problem)

(No, L)
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Aggressiveness (initiation)

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS
EE-2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

unconsciously designed to hurt or
damage."
(Rutland Center RFCL) (C)

"Act bossy or domineering with other
children?"
(Devereux) (C)

"Tease or bully other children?"
(Devereux) (C)

Psychiatric Behavior Scale (See

Defends Possessions)

"Child is hostile or aggressive with
other children, for instance: pushes,
taunts, bullies, etc."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Child prevents other children from
carrying out routines."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Child is dominating and bossy with
other children."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

1

lowing diagnostic
evaluations.
(NS;T,F,SP)

Observe for two
weeks

(O ;T,P)

Observe for two
weeks
(OrT,P)

)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior

(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week7s be-
havior

(NS;T)

Teacher descriptions of problem behaviors

25'7

Scale 16, social aggres
sion

Scale 16, social egres-
sion

Overly aggressive

Negative loading on
Factor 11. cooperation
and compliance vs.
anger and defiance

Negative loading on
Factor 11, cooperation
and compliance vs. anger
and defiance

Negative loading on
Factor 11, cooperation
and compliance vs. anger
and defiance

SCORING, SOUR

1 - 5 (rover - very frequently)

(No, L)

1 5 (never - very frequently)

(No, L)

Check one response per behavior
area.

(No, 8)

1-7 (never - always)
(No,

1-7 (never - always)
(No, 0

1-7 (never - always)
(ho,
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General Category: Aggression

Specific Category: Aggressiveness (initiation) CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

EE-3

SOURC

"Child is quarrelsome."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Often starts fights with other
children."
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

gullies, hits, or picks on other
children."
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

NO. As a child, my child hit other
children on the head with
sharp toys."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

!167. Often my cnild destroys other
children's toys."

(Personality inventory for Children)

(C)

,201. My child often hits younger
children."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
C)

'221. My child loves to make fun of
others."

Personality Inncntory for Children)

C)

253

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior .

(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher eating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating

(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Negative loading on
Factor II, cooperation
and compliance vs. anger
and defiance

Factor II, anger-
defiance

Factor II, anger-
defiance

True - AGN (aggression)
supplementary scale;
critical item for Area
V Unsocialized Aggres-
sion

True - F (deviant response

sets) profile scale;
AGN (algression) and EXT
(externalization) sup-
plementary scales

True - AGN (agression)
and EXT (externalization)
supplementary scales

None given

1-7 (never always)

(No,

0 not at all typical, 1 some-
what typical, 3 very typical
(No,

0 is not at all typical, 1 some-
what typical, 3 very typical

(No,

True, false
(No, D)

True. false
(No, D)

True, false
(No, 0)

True, false
(No, D)
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Aggressiveness (initiation)

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

EE-4

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"266. My child likes to 'boss' others
around."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"515. Hardly a day goes by when my
child doesn't get into a fight."

(Personality inventory for Children)
(C)

"529. My child usually feels sorry
when he (or she) has hurt others:

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"Hurts others, tells untruths, or
destroys property without seeming to
feel badly."
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

"Is destructive in regard to own and/or
others' property."
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

"Deliberately maltreats other children:'
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

26i

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

True - SSK (social
skills) profile scale
False - AD.! (adjustment)

profile v-ale; K (denial
moderator variable)and
SD (social desirability)
supplementary scales

True, false
(No, D)

True - ADJ (adjustment) True, false
profile scale; EXT (ex- (No, D)

ternalization) supple-
mentary scale; critical
item for Area IV Peer
Relations

False EXT (externali- True, false
nation) supplementary (No, D)
scale

Factor II, anger-
defiance

Factor II, anger-
defiance

Factor II, anger-
defiance

0 = not at all typie;s1. l = some-
hat typical, 2 = very typical
(No, L)

0 = not at all typical, l = some-
hat typical, 2 = very typical
(No,

= not at ?1l typical, 2 = some-
hat typical, 3 . very typical

(No, L)
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General Category: Aggression FF-1

Specific Category: Aggressiveness (response)

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

"React with immediate anger or 1:pfet
if some other child interferes with his
play or takes something that is his?"
(Devereux) (C)

"Get easily upset by peers? (Exam-

ples: when teased, pushed, etc.)"
(DevereJx) (C)

"Annoy or provoke peers into hitting or
in other ways attacking him?"
(Devereux) (C)

"When teased or irritated by other
children, takes out his frusrratton(s)
on other inappropriate perso 'r

thing."

(Walker) (C)

"Openly strikes back wish angry behavi-
or to teasing of other children."
(Walker) (C)

"Becomes hysterical, upset or angry
when things do not go his/her way."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

1

Teacher description of problem behavio s

9R1

Observe for two
weeks
(O ;T,P)

Observe for two
weeks

(0;T,P)

Observe for two
weeks

(O ;T,P)

Observe for minimum
two months
(NS;T)

Observe for minimum
two months
(NS;T)

Completed by teacher
following specified

observational pro-
cedures.
(OR;T)

Scale 11, proneness to
emotional upset

Scale 11, proneness to
emotional upset

Scale 16, social aggres
sion

Scale 1, acting out,
2 points

Scale 1, acting out,

3 points

Problem behavior scale

1 - 5 (never - very frequently)

(No,

1 - 5 (never - very frequently)

(No, L)

1 - 5 (never - very frequently)
(No, L)

Present/absent within past month
(no, D)

5'
Present/absent within past month
(No, D)

1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)

L)
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Defends Possessions and Self

CLINICAL' ITEMS WITH PEERS

GG1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF. ITEM SCORING SOUR

"Doesn't protest when others hurt,
tease, or criticize him."
(Walker) (C)

"Seems unable to stand up for his
rights if attacked or criticized by
other children? (Cries, runs away,
gives up)"
(Devereux) (C)

"1 EXPRESSION OF AGGRESSION- -

GENERAL PATTERN OF BEHAVIOR

7. The child demands his own way II
t virtually all situations. He

often takes toys from other
children while refusing to 4hare
his own. The child often persists
despite the teachers intervention.

6. The child will generally ! 4ke toys
for himself without sharing with
other children, but will change
his behavior on the teacher's
insistence.

5. The child is able to stand up for
his own rights but is also able to
share with others without the need
for the teacher to intervene.

1

Teacher descriptions of problem behavi,rs

26

Observe for minimum
of two months.

(NS;T)

Observe for two
weeks.

(0;T,P)

(NI,NI)

Scale 2,

None given

Overly aggressive

Tendency

withdrawal,

.

Toward

.

Present/Absent within past month.

(No, D)

1 5 (never - very frequently)
(No, 0 .

Check one response for each be-
havior.

(No, B)

.

266
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General Category: Aggression
Specific Category: Defends Possessions and Self

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

GG-2

SOUR

The child is able to stand up for
his own rights but is also able to
share with others without the need
for the teacher to intervene.

The child is able to stand up for
himself when supported by the
teacher or another child.

. The child is unable to stand up
for himself in virtually all situ-
ations even when encouraged to do
so by the teacher."

(Psychiatric Behavior Scale) (C)

"Cn Id has difficulty defending his/her
own rights with other children."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Child is bossed and dominated by
other children."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Does not defend himself/herself when
others shove, hit, accuse, or
criticize him/her."
(Kohn Prot!em Checklist) (C)

261

Teacner rating based
on past two week's
behavior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Typical

Tendency Toward

Overly withdrawn

Negative loading on
Factor I, interest-
participation vs.
apathy-withdrawal

Negative loading on
Factor I, interest-
participation vs.
apothr;withdrawal

Factor I, apathy and
witndrawal

1-7 (never - always)
(No, 1)

1-7 (never - alWays)
(No, 1)

0 mg not at all typical, 1 g. some-

what typical, 2 w very typical
(No, 1)

268



General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
Specific Category: Friendship

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION

"Has no friends."
(Social Behavior Rein.? Scale) (S)

"Has no friends."
(walker) (C)

"Say other children or adults do not
like him or are against him?"
(Devere (C)

"II RELATIONS

The child has an absence of any
friendships with either peers or
adults, and in addition seems to
avoid such, contacts.

The child doesn't form any real
relationships, but seems to want
to be taken care of, yet has
difficbity in expressing his
needs, (e.g., can not ask for help
in a socially acceptable way).

The child is beginning to have
meaningful relationships to
adults, (e.g., can at times

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational proce-
dures.
(OR;T)

Observe for minimum
two months.

(NS;T)

Observe for two
weeks.

(0;T.P)

(NUN°

1

!Teacher descriptions of problem behaviors

263

STATUS OF ITEM

Problem behavior scale

Scale 2, Withdrawal,
4 points

Scale II, proneness to
emotional upset

Avoids Contact

Rd -1

SCORING SOUR(

1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)
(No. L)

Present/absent within past month

(No, D)

1 - 5 (never - very frequently)

(No, L)

Check one response for each
behavior category.
(No, 8)
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General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Specific Category: Friendship

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

HH-2

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

express needs in socially accept-
able ways).

5. The child has meaningful rela-
tionships with staff and peers,
and shows an ability to favor
certain relationships over others.

4. The child has meaningful rela-
tionships with staff and peers,
and shows an ability to favor
certain relationships over others.

3. 'The child is beginning to form
specific meaningful relationships
with an occasional retreat to
dependency.

2. The child develops a dependent
clinging type of relationship to
one or two speefic individuals.

1. The child farms dependent clinging
types of relationships with anyone
available."

(Psychiatric Behavior Scale) (C)

"21. My child has' many friends."
(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

27i

Parent rating
(NS:19

Tendency Toward

Typical

Tendency Toward

Excessively Clinging

True - OP (delinquency
prediction) and SD
(social desirability)
supplementary scales
False - AN (adjustment)
and SSK (social skills)
profile scales

True, false
(No, D)

272



,iineral Category: 'Friendship and Prosocial Behavior HN-3
Specific Category: Friendship

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"85. Most of my child's friends are
younger than he (she) is."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"197. My child has more friends than
most children."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"202. My child has many friends'of the
opposite sex."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"208. My child resat has no real
friend."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"220. My child has very few friends."
(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"250. My child loves to stay overnight
at a friemes house."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C).

273

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating

(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

True - IS (intellectual
screening) profile
scale; ES (ego strength)
supplementary scale;

critical item for Area
IV Peer Relations

False - SSK (social
skills) profile scale

False - SSK (social

skills) profile scale

True - AIM (adjustment),
0 (depression), and
SSK (social skills)
profile scales; critical
item for Area IV Peer
Relations

True - PSY (p-ychosis)
and SSK (social skills)
profile scales

True - COY (cerebral
dysfunction) and SR
(sex role) supplemen-
tary scales
False - 1401. (withdrawal

profile scale

True, false
(No, 0)

True, false
(No, 0)

True, false

(No, 0)

True, false,
(No, 0)

True, false
(No, 0)

True, false
(No, 0)

274



General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Specific Category: Friendship
CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

NH -4

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OP ITEM SCORING
r---77-
sum

"251. My child usually plays with
older children."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"262. I do not approve of most of my
child's friends."

(Personality inventory for Children)

(C)

.

"308. My child often brings friends
home."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

"428. My friend is very popular with

other children."
(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

.! 3. My child loses most friends
because of his (or her) temper."

Personalty Inventory for Children)
(C)

P75

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

.
Parent rating
ANS;P)

i

True - OP (delinquency
prediction) supplemen-
tary scale
False - ES (ego
strength) scale

True - DLQ (delinquency)
profile scale; critical
item for Area IV Peer
Relations
False - AO (adjustment)
profile scale; K
(denial moderator vari-
able) supplementary
scale

No information

True - SD (social de-
sirability) suppiemen-
tary scale
False:' SSK (social
skills) profile scale;
ES (ego strength)
supplementary scale

True - NPR (hyper-
activity) profile scale
False - K (denial moder
ator variable) and LDP
(learning disability
prediction supplemen-
tary scales

True, false
(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)

True, false

(No, D)

True, fa;se
(No, D)

.
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.General Category: Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Specific Category: Friendship
CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

RH5

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR

"410. My child thinks others are plot-
ing against him (or her)."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

09. My child belongs to a gang."
(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

.
.

i .-` 7,

.

277

I 4:

.

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

~:

If
$ 0Ili'

. 4
P.I .

6.= _

True - RDS (reality
distortion) and F
(deviant response sets)
scales; critical item
for Are.. IV Peer Re-

lations

True - Critical item
for Area IV Peer Re-
lations

,

.

True, false
(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)

.

, .;*

44
.11

'4,ft

.41

.

.
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General Category: Initiation and Response

Specific Category: Initiation

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Does not initiate relationships with
other children."
(Walker) (C)

"Does not initiate relationships with
other children."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (Si

Tries to avoid calling attention to
himself/herself."

(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

"Child is fearful in approaching other
chi dren."
(Kohn Scciai Competence Scale) (5)

"Child is unable to occupy himself
without other children directing activ-
ities for him/her."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) (S)

"Is very much a follower; does not
initiate pie: with other children."
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

"96. Otler children look up to my

child as a leader."
(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

1

273

Observe for minimum
of two months

(NS;T)

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational pro-
cedures.

(OR;T)

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational pro-
cedures.

(OR;T)

Teacher rating
based on past week's
behavior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior

(NS ;T) y4,

Teacher descriptions of problem behavk

Parent rating I

(NS;P)

rs

Scale 2, withdrawal
4 points

Problem behavior scale

Problem behavior scale

Negative loading on
Factor I, interest-
participation vs.
apathy and Withdrawal

Negative loading on
Factor I, interest-
participation vs.
thy and withdrawal

Positive, loading on
Factor I, apathy and
withdrawal

Present/absent within past month

(No, D)

I - 7 (not descriptive or true -

very descriptive or true)

(No, L)

1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)

(No, L)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, L)

0 = not at all typical, 1 = sore -

what typical. 2 m very typical
(No, L)

False - SSK (social "True, false
skills) profile. scale; (No, D)

LDP (learning d'sabili-
ties prediction), ES

280:



Amaral Category: initiation and Response 11-2
Specific Category: Initiation

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH :PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

"335. My child is usually a leader in
groups."

(Personality inventory for Children)

(C)

"91. My child never takes the lead in
things."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

2s1

Parent rating
;14S; P,

Parent rating

(NS;P)

(ego strength'

(introversior extro-
version) supplementary
scales

False - SSK (social
skills) profile scale;
ES (ego strength) and
I-E (introversion-
extroversion) supple-
mentary scales

True - PSY (psychosis)
profile scale; INT
(internalization) sup-
plementary scale;
(critical item for Area
IV Peer Relations

SCORING

True, false
(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)

282
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,General Category: Initiation and Response JJ-1

Specific Category: Imitation
CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

ITEM SITUATION

"143. My child loves to dress like
older children."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

283

.1IMMIk

Parent rating
(NS;P)

STATUS OF ITEM

None given

SCORING
IMMINI1"

True, false
(No, D)

SON
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General Category: Initiation and Response

Specific Category: Response

CLIN/CAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

KK-1

ITEM SIVATION STATUS OF ITEM

"Ignores social initiations by other

classmates."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (s)

"Is unresponsive to friendly overtutes
by adults or children."
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

85

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational
procedures.

(OR;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-

havior
(NS;T)

SCORING SOUR(

Problem behavior scale I - 7 (not descriptive or true -
very denriptive or true)
(No, L)

Positive loading on
Factor II, anger
and defiance

0 = not at all t,!pical, 1 = some-

what typical, 2 = very typical
(No, L)

286



.General l Category: Miscellaneous

Oecific Category: Competitiveness
CLINICAL ITEMS WITH. PEERS

ITEM SITUATION i STATUS OF SCORING

"453. Winning a game seems more im-
postant than the fun of playing to my
child."

(Personality inventory for Children)
(C)

287

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Irue - DP (delintoencv

prediction) supplemen-
tar, scale
False - ADJ (adjustment)
profile scale; 4 (denial
moderator variable) and
SD (:ocial desirability)
Auoplementary scales

True, false
(No, D)



General Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Peer Response to Child

CLINICAL ITEMS WITH PEERS

41-1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING

"Rejected or avoided by other children
children?"
(Dove reux) (C)

"Other children act as if he were taboo
or tainted."
(Walker) (C)

i'Complains about others' unfairness

and/or discrimination towards him/her."
(Social Behavior Rating Scale) (S)

"Other children seem unwilling to play
with child."
(Kohn Social Competence Scale) IS)

"13. Other children often bat mad at
my child."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

"50. Other children don't seem to
listen to or notice my child
much."

(Pt:sonality Inventory for Children)
(C)

1
284.)

Teacher description of problem behaviors

Obse,ve for two
weeks.

(0;T,P)

Observe for minimum
two months.

(NS;T)

Completed by teacher
following specified
observational
procedures.

(OR;T)

Teacher rating based
on past week's be-.
havior
(NS;T)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS:P)

Scale 5, social isola-
tion

Scale 5, immaturity,
4 points

Problem behavior scale

Negative loading on
Factor I, interest-
participation vs.
apathy and withdrawal

True - ADJ (adjustment)
and SSK (social skills)
profile scales; 1 -E

(introversion-extrover-
sion) supplementary
scale
False - LDP (learning
disabilities prediction)
supplementary scale

1 - 8 (not at all - extremely)

(No, L)

Present/absent during past month
(No, D)

1 - 7 (not descriptive or true -
very descriptive or true)
(No, L)

1-7 (never - always)
(No, I.)

True, false
(No, 0)

True - SSK (social rue, false
skills) profile scale (No, 0)
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Oenerel Category: Miscellaneous MM-2

Specific Category: Peer Response to Child
CLINICAL ITEMS WITH.PEERS

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING
.

"69. My child is usually rejected by

other children"
(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

"340. Other children make fun of my
child's different ideas."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

Parent rating
(NS;P)

False - ADJ (adjustment)
and ACH (achievement)
profile scales; K
(denial moderator vari-
able) supplementary.
scale

True - PSY (psychosis)
and SSK (social skills)
profile scales; CDY

(cerebral dysfunction)
supplementary scale;
critical item for Area
IV Peer Relations

True - critical item for

Area IV Peer Relations;
F (deviant response
sets) and PSY (psychosis)
profile scales

True, false

(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)



Deneral Category: Miscellaneous

Specific Category: Other (jealousy) CLINICAL ITEMS WITH. PEERS

NN-1

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM SCORING SOUR4

"Appears jealous when teacher pays
attention to other children"
(Kohn Problem Checklist) (C)

0271. my child is very jealous of
others."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)
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Teacher rating based
on past week's be-
havior
(NS ,T)

Parent rating
(NS; P)

Factor II, anger and
defiance

True - critical item
for Area IV Peer Re-
lations
False - ADJ (adjustment)
profile scale; DP (de-
linquency prediction)
and K (denial moderator
variable) supplementary
scales

0 is not at all typical, 1 is some-

what typical, 2 se very typical

(No, 1)

True, false
(No, D)
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Category: Miscellaneous
Specific Category: Other CLINICAL ITEMS WITH.PEERS

.

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

1

SCORING

"90. 1 have found out my child has had
sex play with the opposite sex."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

9210. My child often tattles (tells)
on others."

(Personality Inventory for Children)
(C)

4195. My child usually doesn't trust
others."

(Personality Inventory for Children)

(C)
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Parent rating

(NS; P)

Parent rating

(NS ; P)

Parent rating
(N$; P)

True - critical item
for Area IV Peer Re-
lations

True - COY (cerebral
dysfunction) supple-
mentary scale;
False - A0.1 (adjust-

ment) profile scale;
K (denial moderator
variable) supplementary
scale

True - F (deviant .e-
spOnse sets), WDL (with-

drawal), and NPR (hyper-

activity) profile
scales; critical item
for Area IV Peer Re-
lations

False - DEF (defensive-
ness) prank, scale

True, false
(No, D)

'True, false

(No, D)

True, false
(No, D)
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ORGANIZATION OF ITEMS

Test Item Categories

Items are assigned to one of two general group-
ings, "Social items With Peers" and "Clinical Items
With Peers." Social items reflect normative or ap-
propriate behaviors and are taken from early child-
hood, social, and criterion-referenced tests. Clini-
cal items involve maladaptive or aberrant behaviors
and are obtained from clinical tests and maladaptive
behavior sections of social and criterion-referenced
tests.

Both the social and clinical sections of this
manual are subdivided into six general categories
with from one to six specific categories each.
Categories included for social and clinical items,
respectively, are listed below.

Sucial Clinical Category

X Social Participation
X Solitary Play
X Onlooker Behavior
X Parallel Play
X Associative Play
X Cooperative Play
X Games (simple, with rules,

organized)

Cooperation

X X Sharing

X Turntaking
X X Borrow and Return
X X Cooperat;veness

- Aggression
X

t
Aggressiveness

X X Oefeads Possessions
(and Self)
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social Clinical Category

Friendship and Prosocial Behavior
X X Friendship
X Prosocial Behavior

Initiation and Response
X X Initiation
X X Imitation
X X Response

Miscellaneous
A X Competitiveness
X Greet Peers

X Peer Response to Child
X X Jealousy
X Verbal Expression
X Activity Interests
X Rules and Fair Play
X X Other
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Format

Information is provided for each item regarding
the item's content, administration procedure, age
equivalent or other status information, scoring pro-
cedure, and original source (if available). The fol-
lowing is a sample of the format used within this
source book and indicates the kind of information
entered horizontally for each item. (With the ex-
ception of the test name, alphabet symbols are used
within parentheses to indicate the ratings assigned
by the source book's authors; see Rating Codes and
Definitions.)

General Category: One of the six general categories
Specific Category: The specific category subsumed

under the general category

TYPE OF ITEM (SOCIAL or CLINICAL)

ITEM SITUATION STATUS OF ITEM

Test item, verbatim
(Name of test) (test type)

Description of con-
ditions recommended
for administering
the item or the test
itself.

(Rating of situation;
persons who adminis-
ter and/or score the
item)

!Source from which test authors obtain d the specific item,

1
293

Age equivalent, sub-
scale from which item
was obtained, item's
level within a subset
of sequentially ordered
items, factors with
which item correlates
positively or negative-
ly, or severity weight-
ing

Indicated in the test

SCORING
iMbIl

Scoring terms used, instructions
for scoring
(Presence or absence of quantita-
tive scoring criteria, type of
scoring system)
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DEFINITIONS OF TEST ITEM CATEGORIES

Test items were content analyzed and grouped
according to similarity of item content. Category
definitions reflect terms used In the test items as
well as in descriptions of the test items, the situa-
tions to be employed in assessing the items, or the
scoring rules.

Social Items With Peers

I. Social Participation - items loosely correspond
to Parten's definitions (1933) or use Parten's
classification terms; terms may or may not re-
flect Parten's original meanings.

Solitary Play - Plays alone, solitary play.

Onlooker Behavior - Watches or observes other
babies or children, onlooker.

Parallel Play Plays near, around, or along-
side other children; may or may not specify
similar activity or play materials; may or
may not indicate that no interaction or ex-
change of toys takes place; parallel play.

Associative Play - Plays or interacts with
one or more children; joins peers in play;
associative or group play; may or may not
specify unorganized or similar, but not
identical, acti ity.

Cooperative Play - Plays cooperatively or
engages in cooperative activity; descrip-
tions of play with peers that correspond to
cooperative play.

Games (simple games, games with rules, or-
ganized games) - Reflects subsets of as-
sociative or cooperative play; i.e., simple
games such as "Ring Around The Rosie," "Tag,"

etc.; games with rules such as table games,
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card games, or rule games; and organized games
such as competitive exercise games, complicated
floor games, complicated fioor play, and other
competitive activities.

II. Cooperation

Sharing - Sharing or exchanging toys...#th or
without adult help or supervision.

Turntaking - Taking turns or waiting for a turn
with or without adult help.

Borrow and Return - Asking permission to use
peers' possessions or toys; returning borrowed
property; respecting others' property.

Cooperativeness - Works well, gets along, or
cooperates in group activities with other
children; accepts or copes with blame, teasing,
or criticism.

III. Aggression

Aggressiveness - Hit, push, or kick peers; al-
ternatively aggressive and cooperative; replaces
physical aggressiveness with verbal scolding;
bosses, criticizes; snatches or grabs peers' toys.

Defend possessions - Claiming or defending owner-
ship.

IV. Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Friendship - Looks for, names, chooses, plays
with, confides in, or has one or more friends.

Prosocial Behavior - Demonstrating affection, ex-
pressing compassion, being sympathetic or pro-
tective toward babies, siblings, or other child-
ren; expressing liking for a peer; trying to help
children who are hurt or crying; offers assist-
ance to peers; turns to other children for

assistance.
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V. Initiation and Response

Initiation - Initiates contacts, interactions,
play, group play, or involvement in play; serves
as leader, initiates play ideas, or gives di-
rection to play.

Imitation - Imitates play of others or another
child at play.

Response - Responds to gestures or initiations
of or responds differentially to other babies
or children; engages in conversations or ex-
changes with other children.

VI. 4iscellaneous

Competitiveness - Spurred on by rivalry or
competition; is competitive; plays competi-
tively.

Other - Greeting peers, jealousy behaviors,
verbal expression to peers. activity interests,
and other (items that do not fit any category).

Clinical Items With Peers

I. Social Participation - Reflects both lack of
interaction as well as presence of inter-
action with peers; e.g., shies away from,
avoids, or does not play with other children or
groups of children; prefers to play by self or
with adults; social isolation or withdrawal;
often plays with other children.

II. Cooperation

Sharing - Is or is not a problem.

Borrow and Return - Takes peers' possessions
without permission.

Cooperativeness - Reflects lack of cooperation

with peers; e.g., unwilling to play except on
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own terms, blames others for trouble, does not get
along well with other children.

III. Aggression

Aggressiveness - Physically attacks, teases,
bosses, interferes with, quarrels with, f;ghts
wit'', or steals from peers; is destructive to-
ward peers' property: responds to peers with anger,
upset, or aggression; provokes peers to attack
him.

Qefends Possessions and Self - Reflects an in-
ability to defend self or possessions; e.g., does
not protect or defend self, is unable to stand up
for own rights, allows others to boss or domineer;
also development of ability to stand up for own
rights.

IV. Friendship and Prosocial Behavior

Friendship - Reflects both absence and presence
of friends as well as inappropriate choice of
friends; e.g., has very few or no friends, thinks

. peers do not like him, plays with or is friends
with older/younger/opposite sex children, belongs
to a gang, has many friends or is popular, visits
friends or visa versa.

V. Initiation and Response

Initiation - Includes both presence and absence
of initiating behavior; e.g., is a leader; does
not initiate relationships, call attention to
self, or approach peers; is a follower, requires
peers' direction to occupy self.

Imitation - Inappropriate imitation of others'
behavior; e.g., dresses like older children.

Response - Does not respond to peers' initiations.

VI. Miscellaneous
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Competitiveness - Is overly competitive.

Peer Response to Child - Is rejected, avoided,
overlooked, or made fun of by peers.

Jealousy - Is Jealous of others or of attention
given to others.

Other Includes items which do not fit other
categories; e.g., sex play with others, tattles
on others, doesn't trust others.

RATING CODES AND DEFINITIONS

Test items are rated as to type of test in which
item is contained, situation recommended for adminis-
tering test item, person who can administer or score
test item, criteria for scoring test item, and type of
scoring system employed.

Test Type

P - Early childhood (infant and preschool), normative
and quasi normative tests; includes tests which target
the 0-6 year age range or have been used with this age
range; test items have been normed as pailrof the test
construction procedures or have been derived from other
tests reporting age equivalents; test content covers a
variety of areas beyond social or adaptive behavior.

CR - Criterion-referenced tests; includes tests with-
out age equivalents in which items usually are sequenced
developmentally; child's progress is measured relative
to his/her own performance; tests have been designed for
or used with the 0-6 year age range.

S - Social tests; includes tests which focus solely on
social behavior within the 0-6 year age range.

C - Clinical tests; includes tests which attempt to
identify aberrant or maladaptive behaviors or behavior
Patterns (as opposed to developmentally appropriate be-
haviors) and have been developed for or applied to the
0-6 year age range.
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Situation

NS - No situation; includes administration by inter-
view or checklist or provides no guidelines or re-
quirements for observation.

O - Observation in natural settings; includes general
suggestion, to observe, observation of spontaneously
exhibited behaviors, suggestions of appropriate natu-
rally occurring situations in the home or school, and
no time recommendations or up to two to four weeks of
observation.

Ok - Observation in natural settings or contrived set-
tings with recommendations for types of materials,
peers, or adult behavior; or recommendation to set up
a situation.

NI - No information on type of situation recommended
included in materials available to authors.

Persons Administering or Completing Test (Who)

P Parent

T Teacher

SP - Support personnel, paraprofessionals, volunteers,
persons familiar with content areas, persons involved
with child's programming.

NI - No information provided on persons who should ad-
minister test or serve as informants in materials
available to authors.

Criterion for Scorin_g.

Yes - Includes a measurable requirement, such as number
of opportunities or trials to be provided, time dura-
tion, specific levels of adult assistance, or generali-
zation specification.

No - Provides description of behavior only; gives no

'quantitative basis for scoring; or uses such terms as
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occasionally, sometimes, frequently.

Scoring

Dichotomous; includes yes/no, pass/fail, achieved/
not achieved, occurs/doesn't occur; may include an
intermediate category such as P/F or emergent.

- Likert type scale with three or more levels; in-
cludes does/sometimes doesn't /doesn't often/sometimes/
rarely.

Q Additional qualifying categories; includes quail-
fying categories relative to opportunity (no opportun-
ity, but formerly displayed behavior or would learn be-
havior quickly), developmental level (behavior outgrown),
handicapping conditton (not applicable), quality of play
(uninvolved, unsafe or destructive, or disruptive), or
level of teacher assistance (prompted, partial assist-
ance, full physical assistance).

B Likert type scale with behavioral descriptions of
each level or ordered behavioral descriptions.

SCORING TERMS

Symbols or abbreviations used by tests for re-
cording the child's performance on each test item are
often listed as such in the manual. Symbols and their
usual definitions are:

Emergent: P/F,

Fail: F, -

Inconsistent: ?

No: N

Observed: X

Omit: 0

Pass: P,
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Certain symbols or abbreviations are idiosyncrat- -

le to individual tests. These tests, their symbols, and -

symbols meanings (paraphrased) are listed below:

Assessment-Programming Guide for Infants and Pre -
schoole rs

0 = Child does not perform the skill

= Child performs the skill inconsistently

1 = Child performs skill completely and con-
sistently

Behavioral Characteristics Progression (BCP)

Blank = No opportunity offered

Not displayed

1/2 = Displayed less than 75% incidence
level

V = Displayed at required 75% incidence
level without physical or verbal
assistance

H 0 Will never be able to display behavior
due to physical handicap (confirmed by
medical personnel)

E 0 Required equipment/materials not avail-
able

The Children's Early Education Developmental Inventory
(CEEDI)

P 0 Passed

NP = Not passed

0 = Other (R, refused; 0, omitted)

H a Modified

A 0 Alternate item

Devereux Child Behavior (DCB) Rating Scale

Items numbered 1-45, 78-95
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5 Very frequently

4 = Often

3 = Occasionally

2 = Rarely

1 = Never

Items numbered 62-77

8 = Extremely

7 = Markedly

6 = Distinctly

5= Quite a bit

4 0 Moderately

3 = A little

2 = Very slightly

1 = Not at all

Kohn Social Problem Checklist

0 Not at all typical

l SI Somewhat typical

2 SI Very typical

Kohn Social Competence Checklist

1 Hardly ever or neve

2= Seldom

3 Sometimes /
4 = Often

5 0 Very often' or always

Maxfield-Buchholz Scale of Social Maturity, Vineland
Social Maturi.ty Scale

+ = Habitually performed without undue
urging

UU-2.

+ F Not performed due to special restraints or
lack of opportunity, but did formerly per-
form successfully

+ NO = No opportunity, but would learn quickly If
limitations to behavior were removed

= Transitional or emergent state

= Not successful or performed only as a re-
suit of undue adult training and pressure

Minimum Objective System for Pupils with Severe Handicaps
Assessment Record

M-4 * Mastered (generalization across cues,
places, persons, and tasks)

A-3 Acquired

2 = Prompted

1 = Partial physical assistance

N-A -O = Not assesud

F = Functional alternative

Rutland Center Referral Form Checklist of Problem Be-
haviors (RFCL)

1 High priority problem

2 Still high priority problem but showing
improvement

3 = Low priority orotlem

4 = Still low priority problem but showing
improvement

5 * Not a problem or not noticed

SEED /Sewall Early Education Development Program)
Developmental Profiles

+ Completes successfully

= Does not complete

PR = Parent report 310



8 Behavior outgrown

NA Not applicable due to handicap

R Refuses

NT Not done

Social Behavior Rating Scale

Not Moderately Not

Descriptive or Descriptive or Descriptive or

True True True

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Early Childhood

Assessment-Programming Guide for
Infants and Preschoolers
(W. Umansky, 1976)
Developmental Services, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1D23
Columbus, Indiana 47201

Birth to Three Developmental Scale
(T. E. Bangs and S. Dodson, 1979)
Teaching Resources Corporation
100 Bayleston Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

The Callier-Azusa Scale
(R. Stillman, Ed.; revised edition,
1976)

The University of Texas at Dallas
Calier Center for Communication
Disorders
1966 Inwood Road
Dallas, Texas 75235

Carolina Developmental Profile: A
Criterion-Referenced Checklist for
Planning of Early Childhood
(D. L. Lillie and G. L. Harbin)
Kaplan Press
600 Jonestown Road
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27103

The Children's Early Education
Developmental Inventory (CEEDI)
In Stock, J. R., Wnek, L. L., Newborg,
J. A., Schenck, E. A., Gabel, J. R.,
Spurgeon, M. S., & Ray, H. W.
Final report on evaluation of handi-
capped children's early education
program (KEEP), BEM DEC-04476402.
Columbus, Ohio: Battelle Center for
Improved Education, 1976.
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Classroom Screening
(Circle Preschool;First Chance Project,
1977)

9 Lake Avenue
Peidmont, California 94611

Comprehensive Developmental Scale
(MEMPHIS)

(1974)
Fearon Pitman Publishers, Inc.
Belmont, California

Denver Developmental Screening Test
In Frankenburg, W. K., Dodds, J. B.,
Fandal, A. W. Denver Developmental
Screening...Tess: Manual/gorkbook for
Nursing and Paramedical Personnel. Uni-
~say o{ Colorado Medical Center,
1973.

Developmental Examination and Schedule
In Gesell, A.,Halverson, H. M., Thomp-
son, H., fig, F. L., Castner, B. M.,
Ames, L. B., & Amatruda, C. S. The
first five years of life. New VOW:
Harper g Brothers, 1940.

Developmental Guidelines Compiled From
Selected Sources
(C. Sprugel and S. Goldberg under the
direction of Merle B. Karnes, Ed. D.)
403 E. Healey Street
Col. Wolf School
University of Illinois
Champaign, Illinois 61820

Developmental Profile
(G. D. Cpern and T. T. Boll, 1972)
Psychological Development Publications
7150 Lakeside Drive
Indianapolis, Indiana 46278

Early Intervention Develoitmental
profile
In Rogers, S. J., & D'Eugenio, D. B.

Developme5-11 programming for infants
and young c Ildren: Volume I assess-
pent and appoication. Ann Arbor: The
University of Michigan Press, unre-
vised 1977, revised 1981.

Preschool Developmental Profile
In Brown, S. L., D'Eugenio, D. B.,
Draws, J. E., Raskin, B. S., Lynch,
E. W., Moersch, M. S., & Rogers, S. J.
Developmental programming for infants
and young children: Volume lifirlF7'
scnooi assessment and application.
Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan,
unrevised pending publication 1978,
revised 1981.

Early Identification Developmental
Inventory
(B. Dearth and E. Medvedeff)
Institute for the Advancement of
Human Services
137 East Avenue
Tallmadge, Ohio 44278

The Early Learning Accomplishment Pro-
file for Developmentally Delayed
Children (Early-LAP)
(M. E. Golver, J. L. Preminger, and
A. R. Sanford, 197E)
Kaplan Press
600 Jonestown Road
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 271D3

Education for Multihandicappeci Infants

(EMI)

(W. B. Elder and J. N. Swift)
University of Virginia Medical Center
Box 232
Charlottesville, Virginia 229D1



Functional Profile
(Peoria Association for Retarded MI-

, mans and United Cerebral Palsy of

: Peoria Illinois, 1974)
The Peoria 0-3 Outreach Project
513 North Western Avenue
Peoria, Illinois 61604

Individual Child Assessment
(G. Frankhauser, A. Fazio, N. Gresse-

man, J. Halley, S. Hering, A. Oliver)

Circle Preschool
9 Lake Avenue
Piedmont, California. 94611

Infant-Parent Training Program Check-

list
(W. Drezek, revised 1976)
Infant-Parent Training Program
Austin-Travis County Mental Health-

Mental Retardation Program
1226 East 9th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Koontz Child Oevelopment Program:
Training Activities for the First 48
Months
(C. W. Koontz; Ed.; 1974)
Western Psychological Services
Los Angeles, California 90025

Learning Accomplishmert Profile:
Prescriptive Edition (LAP)
(A. R. Sanford, 1973)

Student Stores
Oaniel Building
University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Learning Accomplishment Profile for
Infants (LAP-1)
(P. M. Griffon and A. R. Sanford,

1975)
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Kaplan School Supply Corporation
600 Jonestown Road
Wqnston-$alem, North Carolina 27103

The Lexington Developmental Scales (LDS)

(J. V. Irwin, M. N. Norris, A. B. Grels,
C. C. Oeen, V. C. Cooley, A. A. Auven-
sheen; revised, 1977)
P. O. Box 8003
465 Springhill Orive
Lexington, Kentucky 40503

Marshalltown Behavioral Developmental
Profile, Manual I

(The Marshalltown Project)
Department of Special Education
Area Education Agency 6
9 Westwood Drive
Marshalltown, Iowa 50158

The Portage Guide to Early Education:
Instructions and Checklist
(D. Shearer, J. Billingsley, A. Frohman,
G. Hilliard, F. Johnson, M. Shearer; ex-
perimental edition)
Portage Project
412 East Slifer Street
Portage, Wisconson 53901

Preschool Attainment Record (PAR)
(E. A. Doll, research edition 1966)
American Guidance Service, Inc.
Publishers' Building
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014

Project Vision-Up

Educational Products and Training Founda-
tion

6025 Chestnut Drive
Boise, Idaho 83704

Sewall Early Education Development Pro-
gram Developmental Profiles (SEED)
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(J. Hert, S. Wolfe, G. Jorgensen, S.
Fallen, revised 1976)

Sewall Rehabilitation Center
1360 Vine Street
Oenver, Colorado 80206

Sonoma Developmental Curriculum Hand-
book and Assessment System Volume I
(SDC)

(P. Adams, T. Apolloni, T. P. Cooks,
W. Palyo, and D. Sabbag, Eds.; 1979)

Edmark Associates
P. O. Box 3903
Bellevue, Washington 98009

Uniform Performance Assessment System
((:PAS)

(0. White, E. Edgar, N. G. Haring, 1978)
College of Education
Experimental Education Unit
Child Development and Mental Retarda-
tion Center
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington

Social Tests

Cain- Levine Social Competency Scale
(L. F. Cain, S. Levine, and F. F.

Elzey, 1977)
Cousuiting Psychologists Press

577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California

California Preschool Social Competency
Scale
(S. Levine, F. F. Elzey, M. Lewis, 1960
Cousulting Psychologists Press, Inc.
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306

Kahn Social Competence Scale
In Kohn, M., Parnes, B., 6 Rosman,
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B.L. A rating 'and scoring manual for
the Kohn Problem Checklist and Kohn

Social Competence Scale. New York:

The William Alanson White Institute
of Psychiatry, Psychoanalysis, and
Psychology, revised edition 1979.

Maxfield-Buchholz Scale of Social
Maturity
In Maxftaid, K. S., 6 Buchholz, S.
A Social Maturity Scale for blind
preschool children: A guide to its
use. New York: American Foundation
for the Blind, Inc., 1957.

Social Behavior Rating Scale
In Greenwood, C. R., Todd, N. M., 6
Walker, H. M. Social assessment
manual for preschool level (SAMPLE)
(preliminary draft). Eugene, Oregon:
Center for Research in the Behavior-
al Education of the Handicapped,
December, 1976.

Vineland Social Maturity Scale
(E. A. Doll, 1965)
American Guidance Service, Inc.
Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014

Criterion-Referenced Tests

Adaptive Behavior Scale for Infants
and Young Children (ABSI)
In Loadman, W. E., 6 Leland, H.
Adaptive Behavior Children's Scale
development, Final Report Grant No.
6001604686. Columbus, Ohio: Nisonger
Center Publication, 1981.

Behavioral Characteristics Progression
(BCP) Observation Booklet
(The Office of the Santa Cruz County
Superintendent of Schools, 1973)
VORT Corporation
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P. 0. Box 11132
Palo Alto, California 94306

CIRCUS A Activities Inventory
(Educational Testing Service, 1976)
Add!son-Wesley Publishing Company
Reading, Massachusetts

Curriculum and Monitoring System (CAMS):
Social-Emotional Program
(H. Casto and V. Hoaglat.d, 1979)

Walker Educational Book Corporation
720 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10019

IBAS Objective Cluster Book, Volume 11:
Severely and Profoundly Handicapped
Edmark Associates
P. O. Box 3903
Bellevue Washington 98009

Minimum Objective System for Pupit3 With
Severe Handicaps Assessment Record
(first field test version, October, 1977)
Center for Special Education
499C Waterman Building
University of Vermont
Burlington, Vermont 05401

Preschool and Kindergarten Performance
Profile
(A. H. DiNola, B. P. Kaminsky, and A. E.
Sternfield, 1970)
Educational Performance Associates
Ridgefield, New Jersey 07657

The Radea Program
In Radea Teaching Manual: Testing
Remediation, 1976
Melton Book Company
Dallas, Texas

Y.E.M.R. Performance Profile for the
Young Moderately and Mildly Retarded
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(A. J. DiNola, B. P. Kaminsky, A. E. J.

Sternfleld, 1967)

Educational Performance Associates
Ridgefield, New Jersey

Clinical Tests

Adaptive Behavior Scale for Infants
and Young Children (see Criterion-
referenced Tests

Devereux Child Behavior OW Rating
Scale
(E. Spivack and J. Spotts, 1966)
Devereux Foundation Institute for
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